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In 2013, early signs of improved confidence were shortlived. Companies continued to take a cautious approach
to investment, with the year generating the lowest level
of public mergers and acquisitions (M&A) activity in over
10 years. Competitive bidding scenarios dominated what
limited activity we saw – with only 21 announced public
company M&A deals above $50 million, down almost 50%
on 2012 levels.
In this report we provide valuable insight into the
dynamics of the M&A market in Australia based on our
detailed analysis of announced public company M&A
deals with a value exceeding $50 million. We discuss the
key trends for 2013 including: a decline in activity in the
energy and resources (E&R) sector; less opportunistic bids;
the popularity of takeovers; the effective use of pre-bids;
and a continued focus on regulatory conditions. Leading on
from that, we also offer some key lessons for both bidders
and targets drawn from the way deals were executed in
2013.
We also feature new commentary on the Agribusiness and
E&R sectors. Agribusiness, in particular, dominated the
headlines with intense focus on the competing bids for
Warrnambool Cheese & Butter and the bid for GrainCorp
by US-based Archer-Daniels-Midland.

On the regulatory front, 2013 saw a major revision and
update of ASIC takeovers policies. As well as updating
its policies to reflect legislative changes since 1999, ASIC
took the opportunity to set out some new policy positions.
The start of 2014 looks more promising. Competitive and
recommended bids are likely to continue as key themes
of M&A activity in 2014. We also expect Government
policy to drive opportunities in certain sectors, and sectors
undergoing structural or regulatory change to dominate
activity. We will continue to see activity influenced by the
tactics and strategies adopted by activist shareholders as
well as the continued intervention of regulators to ensure
market integrity.
Special thanks go to senior associate Adam Foreman,
special counsel Stephen Magee and lawyer Jonathan
Augustus for their contributions. We also thank partners
Heath Lewis and Brett Cohen, for their contribution as
co-authors of our more detailed report into the trends and
developments in M&A activity in the E&R sector.
We welcome the opportunity to discuss our findings with
you further. If you have any questions about the content
of this report or our deals database, which contains
comprehensive information on deal structures and tactics
adopted by both targets and acquirers, please contact us.

1. TOP TRENDS IN PUBLIC M&A

What
were
the top
trends
in 2013?
Our survey
provides us with
unique insight
into the trends
and developments
that shaped the
Australian M&A
market in 2013

2013
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Low levels of M&A activity – both in terms of
deal number and deal value: It is no secret that in

2013 M&A activity fell to almost unprecedented lows, and
the level of public M&A activity was largely responsible
for this: only 21 deals above $50 million were announced,
and there were only 17 targets. This was a 50% decrease
from 2012 and a 65% decrease from 2011. It is the lowest
number of public M&A deals over $50 million since 2002.
Total deal value and average deal value were also only a
fraction of the numbers we’ve seen in the past 5 years.

Less E&R deals cause decline in M&A activity:

After several years where the Energy & Resources sector
accounted for at least 50% of all M&A deals, 2013 saw a
significant reduction in deal flow in that sector. Only 34%
of deals were in that sector, and those deals accounted
for only 9% of total deal value. The reduction in the
number and value of deals in this sector is in large part
responsible for the decline in overall M&A activity. Had
activity in this sector continued at rates seen in the past
few years, then overall activity levels would have been
much closer to the levels we saw in 2012.

Majority of bidders were domestic: For the first

time in 3 years, in 2013 we saw just as many deals by
domestic bidders as foreign bidders. In 2011 and 2012,
deals by number and by value were dominated by foreign
bidders who accounted for between 63% and 77% of all
deals. The main reason for this change was the decline
in the number of E&R deals, which in the past have been
dominated by foreign bidders.

Bidding wars return: 2013 saw the return of the

bidding war. Of the 17 targets which were the subject
of a bid, 23% of them saw a competitive bidding process
with 2 and sometimes 3 proposals being announced. All
of the bidders in these competitive bidding scenarios were
trade buyers who were driven by the unique strategic
opportunity that the target offered them.

Limited scope for opportunistic bids: In past

years, we have seen the bear hug tactic used very
effectively by opportunistic bidders to pressure targets
into recommending transactions and facilitating schemes
of arrangement. This tactic was not nearly as useful in
2013 for a number of reasons: the strong performance of

equity markets; the change in market practice following
ASX’s revised guidance regarding the need to disclose
these approaches; and a change in the tactics used by
targets who receive a bear hug.

Strategic buyers dominate financial
sponsors: In 2013, nearly all buyers were strategic

investors. Only 1 of the 21 bids surveyed was made by a
financial sponsor. In that case, the private equity fund had
a pre-existing stake of 67% in the target, so was takingout the minorities in an existing investment rather than
making a new investment.

Takeovers more popular than schemes:

Takeovers were the most popular deal structure used
in 2013: 67% of all deals were conducted by way of
takeover, up from 44% in 2012. This is in part due to the
large number of competitive bidding scenarios, as well as
the reduced number of private equity bidders entering the
public M&A market in 2013, and the increased number of
trade buyers who are more willing to take control without
needing 100% to satisfy financiers.
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Strategic investors pursue alternatives to
M&A: In 2013, strategic investors used methods other

than traditional M&A to either acquire or divest a stake in
Australian listed companies. Given the low appetite for
risk that pervaded the market, many strategic investors
preferred to acquire a minority stake rather than acquire
100% of the target upfront. This reduces risk for the
investor and allows them to test drive the investment
before deciding whether to acquire control. A strategic
investor may secure a board seat and through this,
access to information and influence over management
of the company that no due diligence process could ever
hope to replicate.
We also saw exiting strategic investors avoid the more
traditional route of putting the company up for sale
through an M&A process. Instead, some investors used
the block trade mechanism as a quick, effective and low
risk option for divestment. In other cases, sale direct to
another strategic investor was the alternative chosen.

Effective use of pre-bids: Pre-bids were again

common in 2013, but what was striking was the relative
success with which they were used, even where the bid
was not successful.
Of the 14 examples where a bidder held a pre-bid stake,
10 have completed successfully. 3 of the remaining 4
which did not complete successfully were able to sell into
a higher competing offer and realise a significant profit or
negotiate some other benefit with the successful bidder.
In addition to these examples, Lion, which acquired a
stake in Warrnambool Cheese & Butter Factory Company
Holdings Limited (Warrnambool Cheese & Butter) without
making a competing bid, is widely expected to be able
to use its stake to negotiate arrangements to protect its
existing supply contracts with the target.
Successful deals also completed much more quickly where
the bidder had a pre-bid stake (an average of 88 days) as
compared with deals where there was no pre-bid stake (an
average period of 163 days).

Regulatory conditions continue to be a
focus for targets: Significant regulatory conditions

continued to be a real issue which target boards needed to
address in 2013. The boards of both Carabella Resources
and Inova Resources delayed recommending bids until
conditions linked to Chinese regulatory approvals were
either satisfied or waived. The risks associated with these
conditions also became more than a theoretical issue for
GrainCorp when Archer-Daniels-Midland (ADM) failed to
satisfy its FIRB condition and, after enduring the long wait
for a decision, shareholders missed out on the deal.

2013 PREDICTIONS: our scorecard
Anyone can predict the future — only some do so accurately. Based on the predictions we
made for M&A in 2013 in the last edition of the real deal, here’s how we scored:
First movers will continue to have a strong
advantage: While 71% of all deals announced in 2013 completed

Overseas regulatory approval processes will be a
key risk for target boards to address: While the issue of

successfully, the return of the bidding wars meant that not all first
movers were successful. In the 4 competitive bidding situations
that arose in 2013, first movers were successful in 2 (DEXUS/CPPIB
for Commonwealth Office Property Fund and Resimac for RHG) and
were unsuccessful in 2 (Equity Trustees for The Trust Company and
Bega Cheese for Warrnambool Cheese & Butter).

overseas regulatory approvals (that bidders need to satisfy in their
home country) remains front of mind for target boards negotiating
with potential bidders, Australian regulatory approvals also found
the spotlight again this year with the ADM bid for GrainCorp being
rejected by the Australian Treasurer as contrary to the national
interest. This example highlights the risks of recommending a deal
that is still subject to regulatory approvals.

Schemes of arrangement and target recommendations
will continue to be a must have for many bidders:
While schemes are still preferred where possible (all schemes this
year which completed were successful) and target recommendations
remain the most important factor in getting a successful deal
across the line (only one recommended takeover in 2013 was not
successful (ADM’s bid for GrainCorp) and no takeover which was
not recommended completed successfully), both schemes and target
recommendations were down from levels we saw in 2011 and 2012.
Perhaps the challenge of securing a scheme or a recommendation
contributed to the low levels of activity, except in the limited
cases where the asset at stake presented too great an opportunity
for bidders to sit on the sidelines and wait for the perfect deal
environment before proceeding.

Market integrity to remain front of mind for
regulators: Both ASIC and the Takeovers Panel were keen to
ensure that the conduct of takeover participants did not impinge
upon the integrity of an efficient and informed market. In 2013, this
was evident in the Panel’s enforcement of ASIC’s Truth in Takeovers
policy (in relation to Saputo’s bid for Warrnambool Cheese & Butter)
as well as various orders made in relation to unacceptably dilutive
rights issues.

Strategic mergers will be a necessity in industries
facing fundamental change: Despite the low levels of
activity, 2013 certainly saw this play out for the financial services
sector and the smaller end of the E&R sector. We also saw a surge
of activity in the food sector, although ultimately the strategic
mergers on offer in that sector were unsuccessful against the cash
offered by a foreign bidder keen to expand in Australia.

Shareholder activism will continue to provide
bidders with a powerful tool to bring target boards
to the table: The strategies adopted by shareholders in past
years to force reluctant target boards to negotiate with bidders
saw a change in tactic by target boards this year. There was a
greater reluctance to immediately announce the receipt of a bear
hug proposal and instead targets chose to negotiate confidentially
an agreed process for the parties to carry out in order to determine
whether a deal could proceed.

Confidence will be a key determinant of activity
levels: This was certainly true, and the low levels of activity in
2013 can be attributed to a lack of confidence caused by uncertainty
surrounding the Australian economy, global markets and the impact
of political events both in Australia and overseas.

Deals will take longer to announce and complete:
Deal timeframes, from initial announcement to completion, reduced
slightly this year. However, when you take into account the new
trend of process agreements as well as the number of competitive
bidding situations, it appears that there was little change at all to
the increased deal timetables we saw in 2012.

Food / agribusiness sector likely to see increasing
activity: 19% of deals by number and 33% of deals by
value were in the food sector (being the bids for GrainCorp and
Warrnambool Cheese & Butter), a big increase from 2012 when
there were no public M&A deals in that sector above $50 million.

Impact of election:

The 9 month long election campaign in
2013 had a noticeable impact on corporate confidence and the level
of deal flow. As the election drew closer, and its outcome appeared
inevitable, there did appear to be an increased interest in doing
transactions. 61% of deals were announced in the second half of
the year.
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We’ve identified
a number of
trends which we
predict will shape
the dynamics of
Australia’s M&A
market in 2014

Improved levels of M&A activity: The last few

months of 2013 showed promising signs for improved
levels of M&A activity in Australia in 2014. This can be
attributed to a number of factors: greater business and
consumer confidence in Australia; strong equity markets
with lower levels of volatility; the re-opening of the IPO
window; availability of debt; the desire of Australian
corporates to look for new avenues to deliver growth
in shareholder returns; and the continued consolidation
and restructuring of certain sectors. M&A activity often
begets more M&A activity, particularly when competing
bidders are involved, and while not setting any records,
we expect 2014 to deliver healthier levels of activity than
we saw in 2013. Initial signs are promising.

Competition among bidders: 2013 saw the return

of the competing bids for key assets. We expect this to
continue in 2014, although it will be limited to targets
which present strategic opportunities for entry into the
Australian market (for offshore bidders without a presence
in Australia) or consolidation opportunities (for those with
a presence in Australia) which cannot be easily replicated.
For opportunities such as these, the fear of missing out

What
will
the top
trends
be in
2014?

will overcome the fear of overpaying which, until 2013,
contributed to the absence of competition among bidders
in the public or private M&A arena for several years.

Government policy to drive M&A
opportunities in certain sectors: In 2013, there
was much discussion about the industries which would
drive Australia’s future growth and development as the
resources industry fell from its growth trajectory. One
of the Coalition Government’s stated objectives during
the 2013 election campaign was to build a diverse 5
pillar economy based around manufacturing innovation,
advanced services, agriculture exports, education and
research, and mining exports. If the Government’s policy
settings effectively encourage growth and investment in
these sectors, we expect that these sectors will be very
active for M&A.

Sectors undergoing structural or
regulatory change will dominate M&A
activity: Other sectors where we would expect to see

significant M&A activity include those facing opportunities
or challenges due to structural or regulatory reform.
Examples of this include those industries exposed
to significant levels of digital disruption, such as the
telecommunications, media and retail industries, or those
industries enduring significant regulatory reform, such as
the financial services industry. And with the Government’s
recent appointed Financial System Inquiry committee due
to report in 2014, we expect renewed motivation for M&A
activity in that sector.
Finally, if market fundamentals continue to support
renewed interest in M&A activity as a means of achieving
synergies through consolidation, we expect more activity
in sectors that have been ripe for M&A activity for some
time now. The property sector is one example of a sector
where, after several years restoring balance sheets,
refining strategy and regaining investor confidence, the
focus can now shift to opportunities for growth in returns
available through M&A.

2014
Similarly, if Tony Abbott delivers on his promise to
be known as an infrastructure prime minister, the
opportunities for M&A activity in that sector are likely to
be hotly contested.
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Regulators will have a significant role in the
outcome of many deals:
FIRB: While the Coalition Government’s rejection of USbased ADM’s bid for GrainCorp in 2013 attracted much
attention and was seen by some as likely to discourage
offshore investment in Australia, it still remains the case
that the great majority of foreign investment applications
are approved. What the GrainCorp decision demonstrates,
just as the Labor Government’s rejection of Singapore
Exchange’s bid for ASX did, is that there are some assets
which will be considered of such strategic significance
to the Australian economy, or a sector of it, that any
foreign acquirer will have an extremely difficult task in
convincing the Government that foreign ownership should
be permitted. The GrainCorp decision also expressly
recognised that community views need to be taken into
account in order to maintain confidence in Australia’s
foreign ownership laws. While the political sensitivities
of any decision had always been relevant, this decision
now provides a direct platform for community opposition
to be used as a reason for rejecting an application.
ACCC: As concentration in the Australian market
continues in many sectors, more and more domestic
bidders will face significant competition hurdles in seeking
to consolidate further. We expect that interesting policy
decisions might need to be made in the future where there
are competing bids from foreign bidders and domestic
bidders with a significant market position. There may
well be tensions between the outcomes preferred by FIRB
and the ACCC.

Takeovers regulators will intervene to
ensure market integrity: We expect that the

Takeovers Panel will continue to actively reinforce the
fundamental premise that acquisitions of control should
take place in an efficient, informed and competitive
market. Market integrity will remain front of mind
and the Panel will continue to focus on solving the
issues immediately before it and maintaining market
integrity in those particular circumstances, rather
than being concerned with the precedent effect of any
particular decision.

ASIC is also likely to continue to actively seek a role
in the regulation of takeover activity and will use the
flexibility that the Takeovers Panel provides to assist it
in doing so. As a result, takeovers advisers will need to
have an in-depth understanding of market fundamentals
and the underlying policy of takeovers regulation in
order to properly advise their clients as market practice
continues to evolve.

Shareholder activism: We have seen over the
last few years a much greater willingness on the part
of institutional shareholders to become more activist
in relation to a range of issues that are relevant to
shareholder value, including corporate structure, board
composition, corporate strategy and M&A activity. And
we have seen how this has influenced how target boards
respond to takeover approaches. The Australian legal and
regulatory framework as well as the division of power
between boards of directors and shareholders is much
more conducive to shareholder activism than it is in the
US. As a result, we believe that the Australian M&A
market will continue to be influenced by the tactics and
strategies adopted by activist shareholders, and target
boards and market practice will need to continue to evolve
in response.
Change in the dynamic between bidders and
targets: As the Australian market accepts the reality

of shareholder activism in an M&A context, we expect
that further changes will develop in the dynamic between
bidders and targets, particularly if equity markets continue
to perform strongly and reduce the scope for opportunistic
bids for companies whose performance is in line with
market performance. Target boards will more willingly
engage in formal processes with would-be bidders and
within the confines of a carefully managed process to
assist them in putting forward a binding proposal that can
be considered by shareholders. This will help facilitate
a proper competitive process if there are competing
bidders and will also help confine the process so that the
target and its business are not subject to the uncertainty
of a conditional indicative proposal for an indefinite
period of time.

Increased use of bidder scrip: We expect to see
many more scrip deals in 2014. Given both the relative
stabilisation of equity markets and marked increase in the
appetite of fund managers for new equity in IPOs towards
the end of 2013, bidders will be much more confident
in using scrip as currency in deals. There will also be
a greater level of demand from shareholders for scrip
consideration and a resulting share of the revenue growth
and cost savings the bidder expects to achieve through
synergies going forward.
Non-price competition: If overall confidence and

competition for assets continues to improve, we expect
to see more bidders competing on terms other than price
to make their offers more attractive to targets. Two
areas where we have seen increased conservatism from
bidders over the past 2 years are in relation to conditions
and due diligence. While we consider that bidders will
in general continue to be concerned about conducting a
rigorous due diligence process and ensuring that they are
protected by appropriate conditions, these are 2 areas
where we anticipate bidders may be willing to relax their
offers where necessary to outbid competitors. We saw an
example of this in 2013 when GPT put forward a relatively
unconditional proposal which was not subject to due
diligence in order to compete with the offer from DEXUS
for the Commonwealth Property Office Fund.
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2. Lessons for
bidders and
targets in
competing
bids
Despite low levels of activity,
2013 has seen the return of
competing bids scenarios. In the
past 4 years, 17% of all targets
were the subject of competing
bids. Against that background,
we’ve looked back over the
period to identify the key
lessons for bidders and targets
involved in a competitive
bidding process.

Change of control is inevitable: In every

competitive bidding scenario over the past 4 years, one of
the bids was always successful. This means that when
targets become the subject of a competitive bidding
process they should expect that control will inevitably
pass to one of the bidders. Accordingly, the role played
by a target board in a competitive bidding situation may
need to be different to that which might be appropriate
in the takeover defence environment where there is
only one bidder.

Competing bids don’t succeed without a
target recommendation: All competing bids in

the past 4 years which have been successful have had a
recommendation from the target. So while it is inevitable
that control will pass once a target is subject to a
competitive bidding process, the target board has a critical
role to play in determining which bidder is successful.
Target companies in a competitive bidding scenario need
to be aware of the importance of their recommendation
and maximise the leverage this delivers for the benefit of
target shareholders.

Deal structure: Takeovers are generally the preferred
deal structure from the perspective of both targets
and bidders in a competitive bidding situation because
takeovers offer much greater flexibility to vary the terms
to respond to other competing bid scenarios. In the
past 4 years, 64% of competing bids have proceeded
by way of a takeover. This number is not as high as
you might expect, for 2 reasons. Firstly, in a number of
competing bid scenarios, the first bid announced might be
a recommended scheme, which is subsequently overbid
by a competing takeover. Secondly, it is possible for the
last competing bid to be made to be the recommended
deal that the competing bidder was only willing to proceed
with if the target would agree to a scheme. We have
seen an example in 2013 where Perpetual, the third bidder
to enter the battle for The Trust Company, was able to
convince the target to proceed by way of a scheme.
There is a risk in proceeding with a scheme while the
competition is ongoing. A scheme offers a once in time
opportunity for target shareholders to have their say in
relation to the scheme. If the scheme is not approved
by the required majorities at that point in time, it fails.
If, however, you proceed with a takeover, that bid can
remain open for the duration of the competition, meaning

you don’t force shareholders to say yes or no until the
competitive process has played out. The battle for The
Trust Company was an example of the risks of proceeding
with a scheme while another competing bid is still on foot:
the scheme was approved but only by 78% of the shares
that voted - if the scheme had achieved approval from less
than 75%, it would have failed.

Foreign bidders reluctant to get involved in
competing bids: While foreign bidders have clearly

dominated the Australian M&A market over the last 4
years, when it comes to competitive bidding processes,
their presence is much less significant. Only 25% of
competitive bids in the past 4 years have been made by
foreign bidders, whereas foreign bidders were involved in
60% of all deals. There are 2 main reasons for this: the
first is that competitive bidding processes often involve
hostile takeover tactics. In many countries, particularly
in Asia, hostile bids are very uncommon and so foreign
bidders are less willing to enter an openly competitive
environment. The second is that foreign bidders will feel
much less compelled to enter into a competitive bidding
process for strategic assets given that they assess their
opportunities on a global basis. Australian bidders are
much more likely to be willing to make a competing bid
for an asset that has particular strategic value to their
business.
Targets need to be aware of this when assessing the
competitive landscape for their company as it may be very
difficult to convince a foreign bidder to enter the fray in a
competitive situation, and any engagement with a foreign
bidder will need to take this into account.

Cash is king: It can be difficult to be successful

as a bidder if you are offering scrip consideration in
competition with cash consideration from competing
bidders. This will particularly be the case where there
is significant uncertainty or volatility in equity markets
which make an all-cash unconditional deal offering with
a decent premium to current market prices very attractive
to target shareholders. Even where all competing bidders
are offering scrip in some form, there is greater scope
for debate as to the value of the scrip being offered by
each bidder. As a result, we see less scrip only bids in
competitive bidding scenarios than we see generally.
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2. Lessons for bidders and targets in competing bids
The competitive tussle for The Trust Company illustrated
the difficulties competing scrip bidders can have in
convincing the target and its shareholders of the value of
their offer, with the target disputing the estimated value
of synergies that one of the bidders, Equity Trustees, had
put forward, as well as questioning whether the market
price of its scrip reflected its true valuation throughout the
bid period. As a result, despite Equity Trustees believing
its offer provided more value to The Trust Company
shareholders, the target board and its independent expert
continued to recommend the offer by Perpetual.
Scrip bids also put targets in a difficult position. In order
to determine which bid to recommend, the target board
will need to form a view on value of the bidder’s scrip as
well as the synergies which are likely to accrue to the
merged group.

Target shareholders are the winners in
competitive bidding situations: It’s probably

not surprising, but target shareholders in competitive
bidding situations receive much higher premiums than
shareholders who cede control without a contest. In the
past 4 years, target shareholders in competing bids have
received an average premium of 65%, compared to an
average premium of 44% for all deals. It is therefore not
surprising that one of the first takeover response steps for
a target board is to identify competing bidders who might
be willing to enter the battle for control.
Bidders who enter into a competitive bidding process need
to be prepared to pay substantial premiums and should
not assume that their first offer will hand them the prize.
In the past 4 years, 49% of competing bids have offered
at least one price increase, compared to only 26% of all
deals.

Target boards need to maximise the
opportunity for competition between
bidders: While competitive bidding processes

will always lead to a change in control, and target
shareholders will generally receive significantly higher
premiums after a competitive process, target boards
should establish a bid process which maximises the
competitive tension between the bidders to the extent
consistent with the overall interests of target shareholders
and the company.

One element of this is to ensure that, to the extent
possible, there is a level playing field for the competing
bidders to allow each of them to put their best proposal
forward in a timely manner. There are many factors
which will influence this: the funding requirements of
the bidders, the regulatory approvals required, the due
diligence requirements and the other competing demands
for the bidder’s time and capital.
We saw a very good example of this in the competing
bids this year for Warrnambool Cheese & Butter. The
successful bidder, Saputo, needed foreign investment
approval. Another bidder, Murray Goulburn, needed
competition clearance. Saputo received its foreign
investment approval a number of months before Murray
Goulburn could possibly secure competition clearance.
When Saputo announced it would no longer extend its
bid if it did not acquire control, target shareholders were
faced with the dilemma that there was only one offer
open and capable of acceptance, which would disappear
before it would be known if the other offer would receive
regulatory approval. In the end, the bird in the hand won
out and Saputo secured control, with Murray Goulburn
subsequently withdrawing its offer and accepting second
prize – a hefty premium for its 17% stake in the target.

Pre-bid stakes are important: There is no real

difference between the proportion of competing bidders
which have pre-bid stakes compared with all deals.
Pre-bid stakes usually have 2 main purposes for a bidder:
to deter potential competing bidders from entering the
process, and if unsuccessful in doing so, to ensure that the
bidder at least gets some reward in terms of a premium on
its pre-bid stake or some other benefit for dropping out of
the contest.
We saw some good examples of this in 2013. In the battle
for control of Commonwealth Office Property Trust, DEXUS
acquired a pre-bid stake by way of derivatives and GPT
acquired a stake by way of pre-bid acceptance agreements
with various shareholders. Before GPT withdrew its bid,
DEXUS agreed with GPT that, should its bid be successful,
it would sell some of the target’s properties to GPT. With
that prize in hand, GPT withdrew from the contest. In
the battle for control of Warrnambool Cheese & Butter,
the 2 unsuccessful bidders both had pre-existing stakes

in the target (which they had held for some time and
were not acquired in contemplation of these bids). They
both withdrew from the bidding process and announced
they would accept the significant premium which the
competitive bidding process had forced Saputo to pay.

Competing bids take longer: If you enter into
a competing bid scenario, as a bidder you need to be
prepared to endure a much longer deal timetable than
might otherwise be the case. Average deal timetables
for competing bids are 140 days from announcement,
compared with 119 days for all deals. As the subject of
a competitive bidding war, the target needs to make sure
there are appropriate protections and safeguards for the
target’s business to ensure it and its employees can carry
on as normal despite a protracted battle for control. This
can be more challenging for some businesses than others
and will generally require significant focus from the target
board and senior management in order to achieve it.

IN A COMPETING BID
SCENARIO, CONTROL
WILL PASS SO TARGETS
NEED TO MAXIMISE
COMPETITION
TO achieve the
best RETURN FOR
SHAREHOLDERS
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3. Public M&A Activity
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2013 saw public M&A activity in the Australian market plunge to levels not seen for a decade.
There were only 21 announced deals with transaction values over $50 million. This is a 49%
decrease from 2012 and a 64% decrease from 2011. This level of activity has not been seen since
2002.
The main reason for the lack of activity was uncertainty: uncertainty about the Australian economy
as it suffered the impact of the downturn in the resources sector; uncertainty about global markets
as the US contemplated scaling back quantitative easing; and uncertainty about the political
environment with the leadership instability of the Labor Government and the 9 month long election
campaign. All of these uncertainties meant confidence in Australian boardrooms was low and the
appetite for risk in terms of acquisitions was minimal. We also saw greatly reduced appetite for
acquisitions from offshore investors, due to many of the same factors, as well as their own local
issues, such as the leadership transition in China.

21 deals
2013

THERE WERE only
21 ANNOUNCED
DEALS IN
2013 WITH
TRANSACTION
VALUES OVER
$50 MILLION

$658.54 $506.52

$0
2013

41 deals

$1355.68

$1.5

The low number of deals in 2013 is only part of the story. Average deal value in 2013 was $657
million, slightly up on 2012, but given the small number of deals, the total value of M&A activity fell
dramatically. At $13.80 billion, it was 30% lower than 2012 and 73% lower than 2011.
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As in 2012, 2013 saw no deals above $10 billion. Only 4 deals were above $1 billion, and more than
70% were below $500 million.
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4. Structure
and execution
of deals

In previous years, takeovers have been the preferred mechanism in competitive bids, and
schemes have been preferred in large deals. There were significant departures from this
in 2013. In one of the competitive bidding scenarios in 2013, the 3-way battle for The
Trust Company, the successful bidder who was third into the bidding process, Perpetual
Limited, used a scheme of arrangement. Similarly, some of the smallest deals were
conducted by scheme of arrangement and some of the largest deals by takeover bid.

4.2	Who’s buying?
In 2013, we saw a significant reduction in the number of foreign bids, with only 1/2
the deals involving foreign bidders. This was a 24% decrease from both 2011 and
2012. Foreign bidders were, however, involved in some of 2013’s biggest deals, and so
accounted for 63% of deal value.

4.1	Deal Structure
The 2 main transaction structures for acquiring all of the shares in a listed Australian
company are a takeover bid and a scheme of arrangement. In a takeover bid, a bidder
makes an offer to shareholders to acquire their target shares. A scheme of arrangement
is between the target and its shareholders and usually provides for the transfer of the
target shareholders’ shares to the bidder, and requires shareholder and Court approval.
The availability of these 2 mechanisms allows bidders to tailor the structure of their deal
to suit the particular circumstances. In 2013, takeovers were significantly more popular
than schemes of arrangement. This went against the trend of the previous 3 years where
there had been a fairly even split, with a slight preference for schemes. In 2013, 2/3 of all
deals were conducted by way of takeover, and only 1/3 by scheme.

The foreign bidders came from a range of countries. Only China and Canada accounted
for multiple deals. Other bidders came from the USA, the UK, India, Bermuda, the
Cayman Islands and South Africa. However, most of the offshore money (74%) came from
North America.
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2013 saw a decline
in the number of
foreign bids
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Significant
decline in deals
in E&R sector

4.3	What are they buying?

4.4	Target response

E&R almost fell off the M&A map in 2013. Deals in this sector only accounted for 34% of
all deals, in contrast to 50% in both 2011 and 2012. The decline in deal value was even
more marked: the E&R sector accounted for only 9% of 2013 total deal value, compared
with 46% in 2012.

In past years, we have seen a very high proportion of deals being announced with an
initial recommendation. In 2013, however, we have seen a trend away from this, with
only 67% of deals announced with an initial recommendation. This is in part due to the
fact that there were a greater proportion of takeovers this year, which unlike schemes, do
not require an initial recommendation in order to proceed. The main contributing factor
however is a change in the strategy adopted by targets when they receive an unsolicited
approach from a would-be bidder.

The sectors which were most active in 2013 were food, real estate and financial services.
In almost every sector in which a deal occurred in 2013, there were foreign bids and
domestic bids. The only exception was the financial services sector, which saw only
domestic bidders. This is consistent with the trend we’ve seen emerge over the past 3
years. In that period, all bids in the financial services sector have been from domestic
bidders. This is due to a number of factors, including the relative strength of the
Australian financial services sector in a global context, the drive for consolidation among
the smaller domestic financial services companies and the fact that many offshore
financial services players have been focussed on restructuring their existing business
portfolio and adjusting to the new regulatory and market environment that followed the
financial crisis.

A new approach by
targets to receipt
of indicative
takeover
approaches

In 2011 and 2012, many recommended deals had been preceded by a hostile bear hug
approach. Bear hugs were used very effectively by bidders to force reluctant targets to
the negotiating table. In large measure, that was because there was a view that ASX’s
continuous disclosure rules required targets to disclose such approaches to the market.
Once that happened, target boards came under pressure from volatile and weak equity
markets and institutional shareholders who were willing to publicly pressure boards to
accept deals which offered a premium to market prices, if not a premium to long-term
valuations. As a result, more than 75% of deals in 2011 and 2012 were announced with
an initial recommendation.
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In early 2013, the ASX revised its continuous disclosure guidance and said that
confidential, indicative and non-binding takeover or scheme proposals do not need to
be announced to the market when they are received. As a result, we have seen a new
strategy by targets when responding to unsolicited approaches from bidders. Rather
than immediately announcing the receipt of an approach (which puts the target into
a bear hug), targets are instead confidentially negotiating a formal process with the
bidder pursuant to which it will co-operate to assist the bidder in putting forward a
binding proposal. This is often reflected in an agreement between the bidder and the
target which can include some or all of the following: an agreed due diligence process
and timeframe; confidentiality provisions; exclusivity obligations and rights to match
competing proposals; the terms of the proposal; the basis on which that proposal might
be recommended; cost reimbursement or break fees for the bidder and/or the target and
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4.5	Completion and competing offers

standstill provisions. Once such an agreement is entered into, an announcement will be
made to the ASX outlining the key terms of the agreement, and in some cases, releasing a
copy of the agreement.

40%

Initial recommendation
Recommended later
Not recommended

While there weren’t many deals announced in 2013, a good number of those which
did get announced were part of a competitive process. As a result, the rate of success
for 2013 was much lower than that we’ve seen in the past 2 years, with only 71% of
completed deals being successful (compared with 88% and 86% of deals in 2012 and
2011 respectively). However, while there were only 7 schemes in 2013, all of those
completed successfully.
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101
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While in some cases this strategy allows the target to keep the approach and its
discussions with the bidder confidential until such agreement is reached, there are still
cases where the target won’t be able to avoid being placed in a bear hug. This can occur
where the bidder sees some advantage in announcing or leaking the fact of the approach,
or where the bidder acquires a pre-bid stake which has to be disclosed. As a result, 23%
of all deals in 2013 were announced following an announced bear hug approach.

Process
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75
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As we’ve seen in past years, there was a strong correlation between the rate of success
for deals which are recommended compared with deals which are not recommended.
92% of deals which completed and which had a recommendation completed successfully
(the only completed recommended deal which was not successful was the ADM bid
for GrainCorp).

However, even where there is a bear hug announced publicly, it was common in 2013 for
the next stage of engagement with that bidder to be negotiation of a process agreement,
particularly where the bidder increases its price following the initial bear hug approach.
In 2013, GrainCorp, Commonwealth Office Property Fund, Clough, Norfolk Group,
Elemental Minerals, Envestra and Platinum Australia all adopted this approach, in some
cases following a bear hug approach, and in other cases not.

Voting patterns at scheme meetings were consistent with the trends we’ve seen in past
years. Proceeding with a scheme in the face of a competing takeover bid has always
been a challenging situation, and Perpetual’s decision to proceed with a scheme even
though it was the second bidder in the competitive tussle for The Trust Company while
Equity Trustees’ takeover bid remained open for acceptance resulted in a very close finish.
The scheme received approval from 78% of shareholders, only just reaching the required
75% threshold.
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5.1.

9%
9%

Cash only
Cash and scrip combination or alternatives
Scrip only

82%

Nature of consideration offered

Choice of cash and scrip forms of consideration
Cash-only consideration remained popular in 2013 for both domestic and foreign bidders
and was offered in 2/3 of all deals.

Cash-only
consideration
was offered in
2/3 of all deals

Cash was popular because of the economic climate, the desire for certainty of value in
a challenging deal making environment, the potential for market volatility, the strong
balance sheet positions of Australian bidders and the still-substantial proportion of
foreign bids for Australian assets.

Type of consideration
offered by foreign bidders

Unlisted scrip/stub-equity

Only 14% of deals in 2013 offered scrip-only consideration, except in the metals and
mining sector, where the figure was 67%. As in 2012, the popularity of scrip in that sector
was due to ongoing consolidation and the relativities of share prices throughout most
of the year.

No bidders offered unlisted scrip or stub-equity to target shareholders. This is consistent
with the trend towards transparent and certain consideration we have seen throughout
the 2 previous years.

The new trend this year was the return of cash and scrip combinations, accounting for
19% of all deals in 2013 and up from just 2% in 2012. Each of the bidders who offered
cash and scrip combinations were in competing bid processes: for The Trust Company,
Commonwealth Property Office Fund and Warrnambool Cheese & Butter. Cash is often
used as a sweetener in competitive bid processes where scrip is being offered, as an
increase in the scrip ratio is often not compelling particularly if competing against all
cash alternatives.

Fixed scrip ratios
In all deals where scrip was offered, the number of bidder shares for each target share
was fixed and not variable depending on increases or decreases in the bidder’s share
price. Once again, this reflects the potential for market volatility and the desire for
certainty of value in the current environment.

Other structures
Cash only
Cash and scrip combination or alternatives
Scrip only

14%

As in 2012, 2013 saw targets declaring special dividends as a means of delivering
additional cash to their security holders.

67%

Special dividends can assist the bidder by providing part of the cash consideration and
thus reducing the bidder’s own funding requirements (assuming that the bidder does not
fund the dividend).

19%

The tax treatment of the dividend is important and is usually the subject of an Australian
Taxation Office (ATO) ruling.

PROPORTION OF DEALS WHICH INCLUDED SPECIAL DIVIDEND

33%

Type of consideration

Deals where consideration
included special dividend

Funded by bidder

67%

Funded by target

14%
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5.2	Premium for control

Franking credits
Dividends can also provide additional value to some target securityholders if the target
has surplus franking credits. The bidder may be willing to forgo those credits if they
are worth more in the hands of target securityholders than in the hands of the bidder
(because, for example, the bidder is foreign).

The average premium to trading prices for surveyed deals in 2013 was 50%, compared
with 45% in 2012. The highest premium, 111%, was that offered by Murray Goulburn in
the takeover contest for Warrnambool Cheese & Butter. Significant premiums to trading
prices were offered by all bidders in Warrnambool Cheese & Butter and also by Perpetual
and Equity Trustees in their equally competitive tussle for The Trust Company. Excluding
these, the average premium was a more conservative 37%.

However, the value attributed to franking credits by a bidder can cause issues and
confusion, as we noted in THE REAL DEAL 2013 edition. The Takeovers Panel has now
seized on this point following 2 recent matters concerning franking credits in connection
with the declaration of dividends during a bid - Dulux’s takeover offer for Alesco and
Saputo’s for Warrnambool Cheese & Butter.

100%

The Panel issued a draft Guidance Note on Dividends in January 2014. The draft Guidance
Note addresses 4 issues:
>> publicising the franking credits – a bidder should not include the value of franking credits
in its headline offer price. They should be addressed in a separate statement along
these lines:
“Attached to the $0.40 fully franked dividend will be a franking credit of $0.17. Certain
shareholders will be able to use this as an offset to their liability for Australian tax,
although the franking credit itself needs to be included in taxable income and is therefore
subject to tax.”;
>> a bidder’s right to deduct dividends from the amount paid to shareholders – if the bidder
wants to deduct the value of franking credits as well as the actual dividend, the bidder’s
statement will have to include either a fixed value for the franking credits or a formula
for calculating the amount that will be deducted in respect of the franking credit, which
should be reasonable;
>> provide clarity for shareholders and avoid complexity – the draft Guidance Note notes
the Warrnambool Cheese & Butter Panel’s disapproval of arrangements that make the
shareholders’ right to receive franking credits complexly conditional; and
>> last and final statements to cover franking credits – a bidder making a ‘last and final’
statement should clearly address what will happen if the target pays a dividend to
which franking credits are attached. If not, allowing shareholders to retain the benefit of
franking credits may constitute a departure from the ‘last and final’ statement.
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In 2013, a 45% premium was generally enough to secure an initial board recommendation
and the ultimate success of the transaction.
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5. Consideration
2013 saw similar
premiums
offered to those
in 2013 for
recommended
deals

33%
68%
34%

In 2013 bidders who announced a bid without a recommendation had to pay a 25% higher
premium to secure a subsequent recommendation. This figure reflects the arrival of
competing bidders in Warrnambool Cheese & Butter and The Trust Company takeovers.
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Three quarters of the deals which followed a bear hug approach were announced at a
higher price than that offered in the initial approach, around a 25% increase on 2012 and
2011. This reflected the change in dynamic between bidders and targets which we saw
in 2013, together with the competitive environment for certain assets. The average price
increase between the initial approach and the announced deal was 5%.

0%
Overall
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Average for
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Interestingly, lower premiums were offered for recommended deals than for deals not
recommended. This somewhat unusual outcome results from the fact that most deals
were unsuccessful or withdrawn due to the presence of a competing bid -– meaning that
competition had driven the premiums offered up, before one bidder ultimately withdrew.

5.4	No increase, no extension statements and conditional
increases
While the number of deals in 2013 was low, the few assets that bidders were interested
in acquiring were hard fought over. As a result, no increase, no extension statements
were used in only 29% of deals as bidders generally chose to keep their positions flexible
in order to be able to respond to competing bidders. In 2012, no increase, no extension
and conditional increase statements were used in 56% of deals.

5.3	Changes in consideration
In 33% of deals that were announced and completed in 2013 the bid consideration was
increased (by an average of 34%) following the initial announcement of the transaction.
There were a range of reasons the price was increased, including to gain the support of
shareholders (whether by accepting an offer or voting in favour of a scheme), to secure a
target board recommendation or to trump a competing offer.
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5.5	Joint proposals

90%

Joint bids accounted for 10% of all surveyed deals in 2013 (slightly lower than in 2012
and 2011). No joint bids in 2013 involved a target shareholder teaming up with a bidder,
meaning all joint bids were consortium bids. This is significantly different to 2011 and
2012, where 86% of joint bids involved a target shareholder as one of the joint bidders.
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5.6	Funding of cash consideration
Moving away from the trend we saw in 2011 and 2012, 2013 saw a much higher number
of bidders (50%) using an acquisition finance facility, either in whole or in part, to fund
their bid. A number of bidders this year used a combination of existing cash or facilities
together with an acquisition financing facility. 33% of deals were funded solely by the
bidder’s existing cash reserves or existing general facilities, and 14% of deals were
funded solely from an acquisition finance facility.

ACQUISITION
FINANCE WAS USED
IN 50% OF DEALS IN
2013, A SIGNIFICANT
INCREASE FROM 2011
AND 2012
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6. Conditionality
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6.1	Highly conditional deals… again
40%

As in previous years, 2013 saw many highly conditional deals, suggesting that bidders
continue to tread carefully because of the volatile nature of the economy and financial
markets. In particular, 76% of all deals included a target MAC.
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Unlike 2012, minimum acceptance conditions were rarely waived in 2013. Only 20%
of bidders waived the condition, compared with 50% in 2012 and 30% in 2011. This
suggests that the relatively high level of waivers in 2012 was possibly an exception to the
norm. In each of the deals where the minimum acceptance condition was waived in 2012,
the interest held by the bidder at the time of waiver was within 30% of the minimum
acceptance threshold. It is possible that the bidders in these scenarios were confident
of achieving the percentage of holding that they desired, and in all of these deals this
eventually turned out to be the case.
There was a large variation in the time it took 2013 bidders to waive the minimum
acceptance condition. In Equity Trustees’ bid for The Trust Company, 265 days elapsed
between the announcement of the bid and the waiver of the condition. Saputo, however,
took only 48 days to waive the condition in its bid for Warrnambool Cheese & Butter.

6.3
6.2

Minimum acceptance conditions

Minimum acceptance conditions for off-market takeover bids were once again common in
2013. However, there were some new trends in this area.
Lower acceptance thresholds seem to be the new norm. 73% of all 2013 takeover bids
set the minimum acceptance threshold below 90%. This proportion was similar to 2012,
but contrasted with 2011, when there was an even split between 50% conditions (the
level which allows the bidder to gain control of the board) and 90% conditions (the level
which allows the bidder to move to compulsorily acquire any outstanding minorities). This
suggests that certainty of obtaining 100% of a target’s securities was less of a priority for
bidders in 2013, a reflection of the increased number of competing bids and the absence
of private equity bids.

Market-outs grew
in popularity
again

Market-Outs

The steady increase in frequency of market-out conditions continued in 2013, with 29%
of deals containing a condition allowing bidders to withdraw their bid if there was a fall
in relevant markets which reduced the desirability of the deal. This is an increase from
20% in 2012 and 15% in 2011. All deals subject to a market-out condition were tied to a
particular market (e.g. equity, commodity etc.).
The increasing popularity of market-outs reflects continuing and growing reluctance of
bidders to be tied to a deal when markets experience volatility.
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6.4

MAC Conditions

6.5	Regulatory conditions

Target MAC conditions were again common in 2013, with 76% of all deals allowing
a bidder to walk away because of a target MAC, similar to 2012 and 2011. These
conditions are popular because they allow a bidder to walk away from the agreed deal if
macroeconomic or company specific events adversely affect and reduce the attractiveness
of the target to the bidder at the agreed price.
Inclusions
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0%
39%

Includes past events
Refers to effects specific to target business

11%
89%

Includes quantitative thresholds (such as EBITDA/net asset)

11%
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56%

Exception for general changes in markets

50%

Exception for general changes in economic conditions

11%
44%
target MAC clause

A number of deals involving foreign bidders had a condition that the bidder receive
approval from regulatory authorities in the bidder’s home country. The Shanxi Donghui
bid for Inova Resources and China Kingho Energy Group bid for Carabella Resources were
both subject to the bidder receiving approval from the Chinese Ministry of Commerce
and the Chinese State Administration of Foreign Exchange, with the Shanxi Donghui bid
also requiring approval from the Chinese National Development and Reform Commission.
Foreign regulatory approvals were not limited to Chinese bidders, with the Murray &
Roberts scheme of arrangement with Clough requiring approval from the South African
Reserve Bank for the deal to proceed.

Exception for disclosure letter
Exception for due diligence information

50%

Characteristics of

The reduction in the number of foreign bidders also resulted in less deals being subject
to approval by the Australian Foreign Investment Review Board (FIRB), with only 29% of
deals containing a FIRB condition in 2013 compared to 46% in 2012 and 53% in 2011.
Certain deals involving foreign bidders did not require FIRB approval, or involved bidders
receiving FIRB approval prior to the bidder proceeding with the acquisition. ADM’s bid for
GrainCorp was the only deal subject to FIRB approval which did not receive such approval,
with Treasurer Joe Hockey making the much publicised decision to prohibit the proposed
takeover on the basis that it was contrary to Australia’s national interest. All other deals
with a FIRB condition received the required FIRB approval, and all but one was ultimately
successful, with the GPT bid for Commonwealth Property Office Fund failing for reasons
unrelated to FIRB.

83%

Includes prospects language

Excludes short term effects

There was a notable increase in the number of deals requiring approval by the Australian
Consumer and Competition Commission (ACCC), from 5% in 2012 to 24% in 2013. This
increase is likely due to the reduced proportion of foreign bidders (down from 63% in
2012 to 52% in 2013) and private equity bidders (down from 12% in 2012 to 5% in 2013).

39%
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Target MAC conditions continued to be drafted in broad terms in 2013. Very few of
them referred to effects that were specific to the target’s business although most of
them include quantitative thresholds. Similar to 2012, targets minimised their exposure
by negotiating an exclusion for changes in markets and general changes in economic
conditions from the scope of a target MAC.
Bidder MAC conditions are typically used in agreed deals involving scrip consideration,
where targets seek to protect the value of the scrip consideration being offered to their
shareholders. These were far less common in 2013, occurring in only one scheme, which
represented 5% of all deals and 14% of agreed deals involving scrip consideration.
This is a substantial fall from 2012, where 27% of deals, and 88% of agreed deals
involving scrip consideration contained bidder MAC conditions. Notably, this significant
decrease occurred in a year where scrip consideration was more common compared to
2012. Bidder MACs are generally only used in schemes, which given the low number of
schemes, explains the reduction in their use in 2013.

Regulatory
conditions
can introduce
significant
uncertainty and
risk for targets
who recommend
a deal

Target boards need to consider when agreeing to proceed with or recommending a deal
which is subject to significant regulatory approvals, what level of uncertainty exists
around the satisfaction of those conditions and therefore what certainty there is that the
deal will complete and in what timeframe. Satisfying significant regulatory approvals will
sometimes involve a lengthy and uncertain process, as demonstrated by the Hanlong bid
for Sundance Resources in 2012 and the ADM bid for GrainCorp in 2013.
Target boards can mitigate these risks by using deal protection mechanisms such as
reverse break fees when negotiating the agreed deal (as discussed in further detail in
Chapter 8), or by simply not recommending the deal until the regulatory approval of
concern has been obtained. This latter option was adopted by the board of Carabella
Resources when it only recommended the China Kingho Energy Group bid subject to it
receiving the relevant Chinese regulatory approvals, and the board of Inova Resources
when it recommended the Shanxi Dongui bid subject to it becoming unconditional.
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7. Pre-Deal
Arrangements
7.1

7.2	Form of initial stake
The initial stake held by bidders in 2013 took a range of forms in the case of off-market
takeovers, including pre-bid acceptance agreement, outright acquisition, conditional
purchase agreement and derivative agreement.

Majority of bidders have an initial stake in the target

Bidders again had a pre-bid stake in a significant majority of deals in 2013 with an initial
stake in 67% of all deals and 77% of off-market takeovers.

Pre-bid stakes
again important
to bidders,
particularly
where there are
competing bids

Bidders are more likely to acquire an initial stake under a takeover bid than a scheme, and
there is good reason for that. In a scheme, shares which are actually held by the bidder
are effectively taken out of play in the sense that the bidder cannot vote on the scheme
with the main body of shareholders. The majority of bidders proceeding by way of
scheme had no initial stake and the few that did were all take-privates where the initial
stake was already held for some time before the announcement of the bid.

The most common structure was a pre-bid acceptance agreement or purchase agreement
conditional upon the takeover proceeding (these are quite similar and are often combined
in the one document). This is the more traditional takeover pre-bid structure, which we
saw a movement away from in 2012 as a result of there being less takeovers.

Return to
popularity of
traditional prebid structures
for takeovers

Every initial stake which was held by a bidder prior to announcement of a scheme was
a pre-existing stake, not acquired in anticipation of the bid (the stake held by Ironbridge
in Bravura Solutions was both a pre-existing stake and also the subject of a conditional
sale agreement which explains why there was one example of such an agreement). This
means that every bidder that acquired a pre-bid stake in anticipation of its bid decided to
structure the bid as a takeover and their pre-bid accordingly.
This contrasts with what we saw in 2012 where a range of different pre-bid structures
were used to acquire a stake in anticipation of a scheme, most commonly call options,
which have been found by Courts to not divide shareholders into divide classes for the
purposes of voting on the scheme.

As with previous years, the most common initial stake for off-market takeovers was
between 10% and 20% – 69% of off-market takeovers in 2013 had an initial stake of this
size. This reflects the fact that bidders, once over the 5% disclosure threshold, generally
wish to obtain as large an interest as possible under the 20% takeovers threshold.
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We also saw that intention statements were again commonly used in 2013 as an effective
means of giving the bidder a binding commitment to support the bid in respect of shares
in excess of the 20% takeovers threshold (see, for example, the bids for CIC Australia,
Australian Power and Gas, and Inova Resources) or in relation to voting on a scheme
without risking separate classes (see, for example, the scheme bids for Bravura Solutions
and Norfolk Group). These types of statements were used in 33% of all deals in 2013.
Another interesting feature in 2013 was the increasing use of equity derivatives to build
pre-bid stakes in anticipation of a bid. These instruments are regularly used by hedge
funds in public markets but have previously been only rarely used by bidders in public
M&A. Equity derivatives were used to directly acquire significant stakes in two deals in
2013 as well as a range of other contexts (see below).
Building stakes through equity derivatives An alternative to a bidder acquiring a physical interest in target securities,
whether by acquiring the securities themselves, or a right to acquire the securities under a purchase agreement or
option agreement, is to acquire an economic interest in the securities under an equity derivative, usually a cash settled
equity swap. Such a derivative usually provides that the bidder (or taker under the swap) is entitled to the net increase
(or required to pay the net decrease) in the value of the underlying securities from (or to) the counterparty writing the
derivative. The counterparty would usually hedge its position by acquiring target securities or entering into another
swap.

hedge position. Where the derivative provides for physical settlement, the documents will sometimes require that the
counterparty fully hedges its position to address this issue.
Using an equity derivative to avoid disclosure of an interest above 5% on the basis that there is no control transaction
will be difficult where the interest is a pre-bid stake taken by a person which proposes to make a bid. However, it
remains a possibility under the laws and policy which currently apply for so long as there is genuinely no “control
transaction”. Crown avoided disclosing a 10% stake in Echo Entertainment on this basis until it sought to acquire the
underlying shares, however, no bid for control was subsequently made in that particular case (although a board nominee
was requested and approval sought to increase the stake above 10%). Treasury released a discussion paper in 2012
proposing that the law be amended to specifically require disclosure of economic interests acquired through equity
derivatives. If this were to happen, it is likely the exception which currently applies in the policy where there is no
“control transaction” would be removed.
Equity derivatives were also used in 2013 in a range of other public company contexts including as part of a transaction
structure which permitted shareholders in Virgin Australia Holdings to participate economically as sub-underwriters
in entitlement offers where they would otherwise be precluded from doing so by the applicable takeovers or foreign
investment laws.

7.3

Minority takeouts were again a key feature of the Australian M&A market in 2013. This
is something which we saw in 2011 and 2012 and expected to continue in 2013. While
our analysis shows that there are still 8 ASX200 entities with a controlling securityholder,
as equity markets improve, we expect that these types of transactions are going to be
less common, with fewer opportunistic deals available.

Assuming that there is no agreement with the bidder about the counterparty holding target securities to hedge its
position under the swap, this economic interest does not need to be disclosed by way of a substantial holder notice, as
the bidder does not have a “relevant interest” in the underlying securities.
Notwithstanding this, the policy of the Takeovers Panel is to require disclosure of equity derivatives where the aggregate
physical plus derivative position is greater than the 5% disclosure threshold, in the context of what the Panel describes
as a “control transaction”.

Examples in 2013 include Ironbridge’s bid for Bravura Solutions, in which it held a 67%
stake, the Murray & Roberts Holdings bid for Clough, in which it had a 62% stake and
Shenzhen Zhongjin Lingnan Nonfemet’s bid for Perilya, in which it held a 53% stake.

There may be 2 disclosure advantages in acquiring an economic interest by way of an equity derivative: (1) it may be
possible to avoid disclosing the interest of the bidder below the 5% threshold in response to a “tracing notice” issued to
the counterparty even in the context of a control transaction; and (2) it may be possible to avoid disclosure above the 5%
threshold if there is no control transaction.
If the swap provides for physical settlement, such that the underlying securities are delivered to the bidder, then the
arrangement will give the bidder a “relevant interest” and require disclosure below 5% in response to a tracing notice
and above 5% in a substantial holder notice.
For example, ADM acquired an economic interest in GrainCorp of 3.5% over a 3 month period by way of a cash settled
equity swap, before moving to 14.9% under a separate swap with an option for physical settlement and disclosing the
arrangement after moving above 5%. The use of the cash settled equity swap to acquire the first 3.5% would have
reduced the risk of disclosure by way of tracing notice.
DEXUS also used equity derivatives which provided for physical delivery of the underlying securities to acquire a 14.9%
interest in Commonwealth Property Office Fund. This example highlighted the need for parties to take care in disclosing
these arrangements to ensure that they do not mislead the market. The target challenged the disclosure of the DEXUS
interest on the basis that it did not include details of the extent to which the counterparty had hedged the position or fully
disclose details of the pricing. Where the bidder is unaware of the hedge position, it will likely be acceptable to simply
disclose the entire interest, provided the notice clearly states that the hedge position is not known. This is consistent
with the ASIC guidance and also the position adopted by GPT in disclosing its interest in Commonwealth Office Property
Trust. However, it may be necessary for the bidder to update the market where it does actually become aware of the
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7.4	Impact of initial stake on deal success

However, it was interesting to note that bids were far less likely to have an initial
recommendation where the bidder acquired a pre-bid stake in anticipation of the bid
(excluding pre-existing stakes). Only 45% of such deals had an initial recommendation
compared with 90% of deals where the bidder had either no pre-bid stake or had a preexisting stake held for at least 6 months in advance.

163

180

Given the small sample size and the number of deals which failed because of competing
offers or the failure to satisfy regulatory conditions, it is difficult to draw any conclusions
about the impact of an initial stake on the success of a deal.
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However, even where bidders were not successful, we saw in 2013 that acquiring a
pre-bid stake was in almost all cases able to provide the unsuccessful bidder with some
advantage (see below).
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The average time to complete a deal after announcement was also materially lower for
those deals where the bidder had an initial stake, despite the fact that few of those deals
had a recommendation. This suggests that an initial stake may help close the deal more
quickly. The average for all deals in 2013 was 88 days for bidders with a pre-bid stake
and 163 for bidders without a pre-bid stake.

Pre-bid stakes
allow bidders to
close the deal
much more quickly

Competing bidders reap benefits from pre-bids Most bidders with pre-bid stakes were successful in 2013 and even
where they were unsuccessful, they were in almost all cases able to realise some benefit as a result of acquiring the
pre-bid stake.
Of the 14 examples where a bidder acquired a pre-bid stake, 10 have completed successfully and 2 managed to sell to a
higher competing offer and realise a significant profit.
Murray Goulburn and Bega Cheese together stand to make a profit before tax of approximately $120 million by selling
into the Saputo offer for Warrnambool Cheese & Butter.
And GPT, while not proposing to acquire any securities under the pre-bids agreed with institutional investors and
sell into the DEXUS bid, has negotiated an agreement with DEXUS whereby funds associated with GPT will have the
opportunity to acquire from the Commonwealth Property Office Trust certain property interests should the DEXUS bid
successfully complete.
Only ADM has been left in a difficult position. After it failed to obtain FIRB approval for its proposed acquisition of
GrainCorp, the trading price of the target securities fell to just over 30% below the prices at which it acquired the
majority of its stake.
While the Japanese-owned Lion did not launch a competing bid for Warrnambool Cheese & Butter, it did still acquire
a 9.99% stake in the target, which gives it the ability to prevent Saputo from compulsorily acquiring 100% of the
outstanding shares. Lion did not accept the Saputo offer and is expected to use its stake as leverage to negotiate
arrangements which protect its interests under existing cheese supply agreements with Warrnambool Cheese & Butter.
Given the takeovers rules prevent a bidder from giving collateral benefits which induce a shareholder to accept a
takeover offer, Saputo has now closed its offer without receiving an acceptance from Lion.
These examples demonstrate the benefits which bidders can obtain as a result of acquiring pre-bids should competing
offers emerge even where their own bid is unsuccessful.
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7.5	Joint bid arrangements
There were no joint bid arrangements in 2013 with major shareholders. Existing
shareholders either launched their own take-private or sold into a third party offer.
However, as noted earlier, many shareholders who were themselves competing bidders,
while not successful or formally partnering with the successful bidder, were able to
negotiate some form of benefit with the successful bidder.
This means that there were no deals surveyed which tested ASIC’s new policy on joint bid
relief which was first proposed in 2012 and finalised in 2013.

8. Deal
Protection
Mechanisms

7.6	Upside sharing and other terms

Deal protection mechanisms assist both bidders and targets by increasing closing
certainty of a deal. They vary in form depending on the size and nature of the deal, and
are generally agreed following extensive negotiations between both parties.

The mechanisms negotiated in pre-bid arrangements to permit the selling shareholder
to adjust the purchase price for changes in the bid price or rival offers and share in any
upside under a higher rival offer, were again kept relatively simple in 2013.
Of the 4 pre-bid acceptance or conditional purchase agreements, 3 achieved this by
permitting the seller to terminate the arrangement and sell into a higher offer not
matched. Only the pre-bid agreed between Peet and GPG in the context of CIC Australia
provided no mechanism for the seller to benefit from any higher offer. Although, while the
bidder will usually want to condition these agreements such that there is no obligation
to take the securities unless the bid is successful, Peet and GPT in the context of
Commonwealth Property Office Trust did agree to buy the securities or give the seller a
put option even if the bid was unsuccessful.

8.1	Break fees

Use of break
fees increased
in 2013

86% of agreed deals in 2013 featured a break fee payable by the target, continuing the
steady increase in use of break fees each year (81% in 2012 and 75% in 2011). Break fees
have become standard practice in the current economic climate as the few bidders in the
market seek to protect their bid and prevent competitive bidders jumping in late with a
marginally higher price.
The Takeovers Panel’s 1% guideline, stating that break fees should usually not exceed
1% of the equity value of the target, was predominantly followed in 2013, with only 2
deals significantly exceeding this figure. There was a greater proportion of deals which
had a break fee considerably below the 1% guidance in 2013 compared to previous
years, with 42% of deals having a break fee below 0.8%, in contrast to the 21% in
2012 and 16% in 2011. Two of these deals – Saputo’s bid for Warrnambool Cheese &
Butter and Perpetual’s bid for The Trust Company – were competitive bids, suggesting
that the existence of multiple bidders allowed the target to negotiate a break fee below
the 1% guideline.

GPT also agreed to provide sellers with the benefit of any upside it realised for a 9
month period. This was the only example where the bidder agreed to share any upside it
subsequently realised and this probably resulted from the fact that GPT was a competing
bidder and there was a real possibility in that case that it may sell into a higher offer even
if its bid became unconditional.
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8.2	Break fee triggers

8.3	Reverse break fees

The triggers for break fees that have become market standard in recent years were
again prevalent in 2013. There was a noticeable increase in the proportion of deals
that allowed break fees to be triggered if the target breached a warranty or prescribed
occurrence, with 83% of deals with a break fee in 2013 containing such a trigger, up from
42% in 2012 and 66% in 2011. The increased frequency of this trigger demonstrates the
increased negotiating power of bidders, as they are able to ensure targets undertake, or
do not undertake, specific actions.

Reverse break fees were again common in 2013, with 50% of all deals with a break fee
payable by targets also including a break fee payable by bidders. In each case the reverse
break fee was the exact same amount as the target break fee. The rise of competitive
bids in 2013 also provided an opportunity for target boards to negotiate a reverse break
fee, however interestingly, The Trust Company board did not negotiate a reverse break fee
with Perpetual despite Equity Trustees and IOOF providing competitive bids.

While targets were successful in negotiating lower break fee amounts, no target board
included an exception to their obligation to pay the bidder a break fee if an agreed
condition to the deal became incapable of satisfaction. This suggests that targets were
generally confident that the conditions would be satisfied and were therefore more
determined to reduce the total break fee amount payable or increase the price paid
to shareholders rather than negotiate exceptions to the target’s obligation to pay a
break fee.
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All reverse break fees were triggered by a material breach of the implementation
agreement by the bidder, whilst none of the reverse break fees were triggered by a failure
of the bidder to satisfy certain conditions of the deal. The reverse break fee protection
mechanism was therefore not used by targets to mitigate their risk where the deal
was uncertain due to a high level of conditionality, such as the existence of a foreign
regulatory approval condition (as discussed in Chapter 6). This may appear surprising
given the number of deals that had regulatory approval conditions, particularly because a
number of those deals were in a competitive scenario. However, when you consider the
actual circumstances of each scenario, it appears that most targets in each case managed
the risk fairly well, and so did not need to rely on the reverse break fee to do so.
The use of reverse break fees to protect targets from the uncertainty of regulatory
approval conditions is an option that targets should continue to consider in appropriate
circumstances. For example, and with the benefit of hindsight, GrainCorp perhaps should
have pressed for a reverse break fee as some compensation for the long period of time
that it was put in play by ADM – although presumably GrainCorp did not anticipate such a
difficult regulatory approval process at the time it negotiated the recommendation.
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A breach of the exclusivity provisions by the target will generally allow the bidder to
terminate the agreement and be paid a break fee or, if no break fee has been agreed,
sue for damages for breach of contract. However, the Takeovers Panel has provided
guidelines where targets will be able to rely on a fiduciary carve-out to the exclusivity
provisions, whereby the target directors are relieved of their exclusivity obligations, or
certain aspects of it, if their duties as directors requires them to do so. In every deal with
exclusivity provisions in 2013, the bidder required that the target would only be released
from its exclusivity obligations if there was a competing proposal on the table which
was a superior proposal (or reasonably expected to lead to a superior proposal) to the
bidder’s offer.

8.4	Exclusivity provisions
Bidders in 2013 continued to successfully negotiate exclusivity in agreed deals, with
exclusivity provisions such as no shop, no talk and no due diligence again very common.
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A “superior proposal” is usually defined differently within each agreed deal, however in
2013 it was common for there to be a requirement for closing certainty for the competing
proposal to be deemed superior. Further, half the deals with exclusivity provisions required
that the competing proposal would only be deemed superior if it would have been a
breach of the directors’ fiduciary duties to not recommend it.
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In 93% of agreed deals, the target was required to notify the bidder of a competing
proposal. In 93% of agreed deals, the bidder then had an express right to match the
competing proposal, up from 75% in 2012 and 79% in 2011. The prevalence of a matching
right in agreed deals in 2013 may be a direct result of the greater level of competing bids
during the year.
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8.5	Change in target director’s recommendation

General
fiduciary outs
increased in
popularity

In 86% of agreed deals in 2013 target boards were able to change their recommendation,
however, this right was limited to certain circumstances. Similar to previous years, the
most common circumstance in which a target board could change its recommendation
was the existence of a superior proposal. The scenario where an independent expert
concluded that the offer was not in the best interests of the target’s shareholders was
also a common circumstance where target boards could change their recommendation.

9. Agribusiness
As predicted in the 2013 edition of THE REAL DEAL, 2013 saw a significant increase in
public M&A activity in the food and agribusiness sector.
ADM’s bid for GrainCorp and the competing bids for Warrnambool Cheese & Butter in
this sector accounted for 19% of deals by number and 33% by value (the second highest
in both cases). By comparison, there were no deals in this sector in 2012 and only 3% of
deals by number in 2011.

Target boards have continued to seek a general fiduciary duty exception to their obligation
to recommend a transaction to their shareholders. This exception increased in popularity
in 2013, with 42% of deals allowing directors a general fiduciary out without the need
for a superior proposal. Whilst this is an increase from 24% in 2012 and 30% in 2011, it
is clear that bidders are still pushing back on allowing target boards such a favourable
“out”, and so long as there remains very few bidders in the market, it is likely that this
exception will only appear in a minority of agreed deals.
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There are a number of reasons to expect the increase in M&A activity in this sector to
continue over the next few years. Firstly, businesses at a number of levels of the supply
chain are still relatively disaggregated, particularly primary production. Many other
industries are also yet to develop into a mature and efficient market structure, having
only recently been deregulated or getting real access to capital. Secondly, concerns at
a global level about food security and strategic access to agricultural commodities have
meant that the agribusiness and food sectors are of particular strategic interest to a
number of investors as an asset class.
The key opportunities and challenges we anticipate for M&A in these sectors are
discussed below.
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It is clear that foreign investment is essential to continuing development, growth and
innovation in Australian agribusiness. This much was made clear in the National Food
Plan that the Australian government released early in 2013, as well as a number of other
reports which have considered this issue. Harnessing and efficiently deploying that
foreign capital presents an enormous opportunity for Australian agribusiness.
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The Government’s recent rejection of ADM’s bid for GrainCorp highlights the sensitivities
which foreign investment proposals in this sector may raise. There is a vocal rural
constituency in Australia which is resistant to foreign ownership of Australian agricultural
land and other agribusiness assets.
Political pressure around this issue has been building since late 2010. This has led, for
example, to both sides of parliament agreeing to implement a foreign ownership register
for agricultural land, and the Coalition government (while in opposition) proposing to
lower the approval thresholds so that a broader range of foreign investments in this
sector are subject to government approval.
While the rejection of the ADM’s bid for GrainCorp was linked in part to GrainCorp’s
ownership of certain critical infrastructure, another significant factor was that concerns
from stakeholders and the broader community could mean that approving the transaction
would undermine public confidence in the foreign investment regime.
This underlines the need for significant foreign investment proposals in this sector to
have a carefully considered strategy for managing these sensitivities. This should include
communication and engagement with shareholders, FIRB, members of parliament,
affected industry participants and other stakeholders.
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The need for foreign investment approval may therefore present particular challenges
for M&A in this sector. The extent of those challenges will hopefully be clarified by the
Federal government confirming its position on foreign investment in this sector, including
its proposed changes to the approval thresholds.

Co-operative entities and alternative capital structures
Co-operative type organisational structures have commonly been used in agribusiness
as a way of enabling growers, or other producers of raw agricultural commodities, to
exercise collective bargaining power as sellers, and invest in shared processing/refining,
transport or storage assets.
However, the nature of these structures make it difficult to raise and maintain a stable
capital base, and for members to borrow against or otherwise realise their investment.
Accordingly, there are opportunities for these organisations to move to alternative capital
structures which allow the organisation to raise equity from external investors and
provide members with a liquid market to realise value for their own interests.
The challenge is how to ensure the growers or producers maintain some control over
the organisation. There are a range of different solutions which have been deployed
in the past to address this issue. Examples include the establishment of the Fonterra
Shareholders’ Fund, which is listed on the ASX and NZX, and the corporatisation of ABB
Grain, Warrnambool Cheese & Butter and SunRice.
Changes in structure also often present opportunities for M&A activity. For example,
SunRice received a takeover proposal from Ebro Foods shortly after its corporatisation
and listing, and Kirin/National Foods acquired the processing assets of the Dairy Farmers
Milk Co-operative after it separated ownership of its supplier co-operative from those
processing assets.
Other more complex examples, such as the strategic joint venture between Namoi Cotton
and Louis Dreyfus, demonstrate how changes in structure and M&A can be combined to
solve particular problems.

Aggregation funds
Given the increased interest in agribusiness as a real asset class, particularly among
sovereign wealth and pension/superannuation funds, there is an opportunity to establish
funds which seek to provide exposure to these assets. Further, there is an opportunity to
aggregate the widely held, and often family-owned, operations in many sub-sectors in
acquiring assets to establish these funds and benefit from the resulting efficiencies.
A good example of this is the IPO being considered for STAG Beef which proposes to raise
capital to acquire cattle operations and increase efficiencies in those operations.
As more and more capital looks to invest in these asset classes, these types of funds will
become increasingly popular and create M&A opportunities.

m&A Opportunities
as funds are
established to
aggregate broadly
held agribusiness
operations
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10. M&A in the
E&R sector

Billions

All E&R Deals in 2012

$9.52
All E&R Deals in 2013

$1.51

This year we have extended our analysis of public company M&A to all E&R deals with
a value of over $10 million or more (compared with the general $50 million threshold we
use for the broader M&A market).

All M&A Deals in 2012

$19.25
All M&A Deals in 2013

2013 Trends in the E&R sector

Total deal value in

The key trends we observed in E&R deals in 2013 are as follows:

2012 and 2013

Reduced M&A activity in E&R sector
2013 was an extraordinarily quiet year for the E&R sector in terms of public market
M&A activity. There were only 21 E&R deals announced in 2013 with deal values above
$10 million. This represented a decrease of 36% from the 33 deals announced in 2012.
This decrease was mainly attributable to the reduction in the number of large E&R deals
(over $50m). While small E&R deals ($10-50 million) were reasonably steady, large E&R
deals went from 20 in 2012 (itself a relatively modest figure by historical standards) to a
mere 7 in 2013.
Small E&R
Large E&R

2012

13

20
62%

2013

14

$13.83

A number of factors are likely to have conspired against activity in the E&R sector,
including depressed or declining commodity prices (without sufficient prospects of
supply/demand dynamics improving); a stubbornly high Australian dollar; low confidence
in sustainable, worldwide economic activity; a transitioning and circumspect Chinese
government; and an uncertain and distracted domestic Australian political scene.

Coal and gold
sectors provided
the most M&A
activity

7

Number of deals in

Coal and gold deals dominate
The most popular sectors for deals in 2013 were coal (with 6 deals) and gold (with 5
deals), a shift from 2012, where gold was by far the dominant sector for public M&A
activity, accounting for 11 of the 33 deals.
Oil & gas deals continued at low levels – there have been only 6 deals in total in the
last 2 years (with only 2 in 2013 both of which were in the small E&R deals category). In
addition to the factors that generally weighed upon E&R M&A activity, this is also likely
a result of there being far fewer ASX-listed oil & gas companies (231, as at 22 January
2013) than metals and mining companies (759); widespread ownership of valuable and
prospective Australian oil & gas assets by non-ASX-listed multinationals and Stateowned oil companies; and because oil & gas acquisitions and disposals more often than
not occur by private sale.

2012 and 2013

Along with a decrease in the number of deals in the E&R sector there was also a
significant decrease in the total value of all E&R deals announced in 2013. Whereas E&R
deals in 2012 demonstrated a reasonably consistent spread of value, the vast majority of
2013 deals were in the small E&R category, with no E&R deals in excess of $276 million.
Large E&R deals accounted for only 9% of all deal value in 2013, compared to 46%
in 2012.

Gold
Coal
Base metals
Oil & Gas
Other

Number of deals in
2012 and 2013 by
commodity

24%

24%

9%

29%

14%
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10. M&A in the E&R sector
There were no iron ore deals in 2013 – iron ore being a rare commodity with a very
resilient price throughout the year, remaining in the band of historical high prices. One
might speculate that a cautious approach to Chinese government-backed deal making had
an impact on iron ore was coupled with a nagging concern that a downward iron ore price
adjustment was on the horizon. Both of these factors weighed heavily on early stage
projects with out-sized capital expenditure demands given the consequence that project
funding felt “out of reach” for many developers.

Most foreign
bidders in the
E&R sector
came from
China

Takeovers most popular deal structure

Most E&R deals
are structured
as takeovers

In 2013, 71% of all E&R deals were conducted by way of takeover, up from 58% in 2012,
with only 6 of deals being conducted by way of scheme of arrangement.

Foreign bidders came from a variety of jurisdictions, with the most bidders from China
(including Hong Kong). Chinese bidders made up 40% of all foreign bids by number.
However, given that the number of E&R deals and the aggregate value of such deals has
fallen significantly in 2013, the overall level of activity of Chinese investors in Australian
public E&R M&A decreased accordingly in 2013. A number of factors are likely to have
contributed to this decline in activity including the persistently high Australian dollar;
escalating costs and productivity concerns in Australia; caution from Chinese StateOwned Enterprises reflecting on past Australian E&R acquisitions that have ultimately
proved unsuccessful or costly to develop; and transitions of governments in both
Australia and China.

Absence of competitive bids

Factors influencing the higher proportion of takeovers in the E&R sector than across the
broader market are the general absence of private equity players prepared to undertake
public M&A in the E&R sector and (certainly in the last year) the lack of transactions of
significant deal value that would have a more acute focus on certainty of outcome.

In 2013, only one E&R deal was the subject of competition, down from 3 deals in 2012.
Even then, the competing transaction came in the form of a joint venture proposal rather
than a takeover bid or scheme of arrangement.

Cash and scrip are equally as popular in E&R deals

Foreign bidders

In 2013, the same number of E&R deals offered cash-only consideration as those that
offered scrip-only consideration. This represented no material change to the situation
in 2012.

In 2013, the number of E&R deals involving foreign bidders increased to 71% of deals
(up from 48% in 2012). Foreign bids made up 85% of deal value, consistent with
2012 figures.
The large proportion of foreign bidders in all E&R deals went against the trend for all
M&A deals, where there was a significant reduction in the number of deals involving
foreign bidders (now only 52% of all M&A by number).

Cash only
Cash and scrip combination or alternatives
Scrip only

47.62%

47.62%

This is a reasonably natural outcome for an economy that has a shallow pool of capital
available for M&A when compared to rest-of-the-world as a whole.

By number
By value

80%

58%

60%

Type of consideration

40%

Conversely, scrip offers were much more popular in deals with domestic bidders,
with 67% of domestic bidders offering scrip-only consideration against 17% offering
cash-only consideration.

40%

Proportion of foreign
bidders from particular

20%

7%

jurisidictions by
number and deal
value in 2013

27%

22%
4%

7%

0%
China/
Hong Kong

Singapore

India

7%

1%

Bermuda

7%

3%

Canada

7% 4%
UK

4.76%

9%
Other

This is not unusual given that foreign scrip is often not particularly attractive to Australian
investors and because the deal sizes we saw in 2013 were not sufficiently significant to
justify the up-front and ongoing expense of establishing and maintaining an ASX listing
as part of a takeover transaction. On the other hand, deals with domestic bidders are
more likely to represent strategic or consolidation style mergers in circumstances where
bidders simply don’t have access to finance for cash transactions.
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The average premium to trading prices for all E&R deals announced in 2013 was 67%.
This is significantly higher than the average premium (44%) for all M&A deals.
The higher average premium to trading prices for E&R deals is indicative of the fact that
E&R bidders looked to announce bids at opportunistic times, with premiums to 30-day and
90-day VWAPs prior to announcement generally lower for deals that offered the highest
premiums to trading prices immediately prior to announcement.
In 2013, bidders did not have to pay a higher premium to secure a recommendation after
announcement than what was paid with an initial recommendation. In fact, the average
premium for transactions recommended later was less (70%) than that for an initial
recommendation (74%).
This trend goes against the all M&A direction, where bidders paid a higher premium
(70%) to secure a recommendation after announcement (as against the average for
deals with an initial recommendation of 45%). This might be explained as the result of
the general lack of competition for assets in the E&R sector in 2013 – when the price
discovery process was completed and there were no other alternatives for a target board,
the need for a higher premium dissipates.

Much higher
premiums are paid
in the e&R sector

Where to for E&R in 2014?
Market consensus seems to be that the extraordinarily low level of activity experienced in
2013 will not be repeated.
It certainly appears that many of the impediments to E&R sector M&A we have seen
are diminishing, with political uncertainty in Australia dissipating with the arrival of
a majority government, the Australian dollar moving lower, a reinvigorated Chinese
government having passed the transition phase and important world economies seeing
light at the end of the tunnel.
It has been an interesting few years for the gold industry. All-time record high prices
were achieved in 2012 peaking at US$1,791.75 an ounce in April 2012, before the
commencement of a decline resulting in a US$1,204.50 gold price prevailing at the end of
2013; often coinciding with disproportionately high costs of production.
Ongoing gold price volatility in 2014 will continue to test the resolve of deal-makers
in the gold sector. As we have seen from the data however, a low or falling gold price
is not necessarily fatal to gold deal flow. Bidders with strong balance sheets but high
production costs may well seek to replace expensive ounces with cheaper ounces.
Targets without the means to develop attractive gold projects from a lack of access to
capital could result in boards of beleaguered juniors and mid-caps accepting acquisition
as the only viable way of delivering value to shareholders.
From 1 December 2013, new ASX mineralogy and hydrocarbon reporting requirements
(underpinned by the 2012 edition of the Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration
Rules, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves (the so-called JORC Code) and the Society of
Petroleum Engineers - Petroleum Resources Management System) for mining and oil &
gas entities came into effect.
We suspect that as M&A activity in the E&R sector picks up (particularly at the “smaller
end of town”), the updated ASX Listing Rules and the reporting codes underpinning those
rules will be highly relevant in hostile M&A situations. This is particularly likely in deals
involving scrip consideration and production targets, given that there was some tension
between the approaches of various interested parties on this topic during the consultation
period for the new regulatory regime.

This is an extract from THE REAL DEAL - Energy & Resources, a more detailed report on M&A trends and
developments in the Energy & Resources sector, co-authored by Heath Lewis and Brett Cohen, partners
in our Energy & Resources team, with the invaluable assistance of senior associates Caitlin Sharp and
Liz Humphrey and lawyer Mark Joss. If you would like a copy of this separate report, please contact
Sharon Tyler (styler@claytonutz.com).
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11. Block Trades
In 2013, we saw major shareholders using alternative mechanisms to traditional M&A
when seeking to divest all or part of their stake. Block trades provided a quick, low cost
and low risk option for divestment in a risk averse market as an alternative to putting the
whole company in play through a takeover or a scheme.
A block trade is a privately negotiated sale of securities held by a vendor securityholder.
The sale may be managed or underwritten by one or more investment banks who will act
as a broker and placement agent and the disposal of the securities will occur by way of a
special crossing on the ASX.
Parties in Australia execute a block trade or placement agreement documenting the terms
and conditions of the sale. Block trade agreements carry a number of market standard
terms and conditions however they are negotiated between the parties and referable to
the circumstances of the particular sale and market conditions at the time.

Block trades –
a popular exit
mechanism
in 2013

Pricing may be fixed or determined through a bookbuild process under which eligible
institutional investors are invited to lodge bids for the securities. Block trades that are
underwritten may also have an ‘underwritten floor’ price which is the price that the
placement agent has agreed to underwrite the sale. Any bookbuild price must generally
be greater or equal to the underwritten floor price. Alternatively, the block trade may be
undertaken by the placement agent on a ‘best efforts’ basis and not underwritten. In
Australia, most block trades are conducted on an underwritten basis with a fixed price.
For large size selldowns, a placement agent might be precluded from allocating securities
to any single eligible investor representing more than a certain threshold (such as 5%)
without obtaining the vendor’s prior consent. The placement agent may also agree that
it will not itself purchase vendor securities as part of its underwriting obligation where
to do so would result in either a breach of foreign investment restrictions or the 20%
takeover threshold.
Block trades may be conducted using different structures including: a vendor led sale
of securities either on a full or partial/dribble basis; a derivative structure whereby a
financial instrument (such as an exchangeable bond) designed to monetise or hedge the
investment is used such that the securities are not sold; and an entity-led sale whereby
both the listed entity and the vendor co-operate in the sale and which may be undertaken
as a selective buyback or dividend/distribution reinvestment plan.
Block trades may be conducted overnight, however a fully marketed block trade led by the
vendor may require several weeks’ preparation. In circumstances where the vendor has
not indicated an intention to sell to the market, a shorter lead time will reduce market and
execution risk.
By the end of the first quarter in 2013, block trades represented 55% of ECM market
activity YTD. At that time confidence in the IPO market was relatively subdued and the
block trade became an effective exit strategy enabling holders to monetise their position
with relative certainty and speed. However, by the end of 2013, following the spectacular
resurgence of IPO activity, block trades no longer monopolised ECM market activity.

12. Regulatory
Issues
12.1	FIRB
The FIRB administers the legislation and policy which governs foreign investment in
Australia. As part of this role, it advises the Treasurer on whether he should exercise
his power to block a foreign investment proposal on the grounds that it is contrary to
Australia’s national interest.
There were a number of important developments in relation to foreign investment in
2013, with further discussion regarding foreign investment in agribusiness, a change
in Government with a promise that Australia was now “open for business” and more
welcoming of foreign investment, and then significant decisions which subsequently
tested this commitment.

AGRIBUSINESS REGISTER AND THRESHOLDS
Debate over foreign investment policy in the agricultural sector continued in 2013 with
the release, in June 2013, of the final Senate Committee report on foreign investment in
the sector.
The 2 key points where we expect Government action going forward are:
>> Agricultural land register: The report reiterates earlier calls for a comprehensive
agricultural land register to address what are considered to be significant information
gaps regarding foreign investment in the Australian agricultural sector. Treasury received
submissions on the structure of such a register in February 2013, however, no further
steps regarding its implementation have since been announced. The register appears to
have broad political support, including from the Coalition which outlined its own plans for
a register in a 2012 discussion paper.
>> Lowering of approval thresholds: The report concludes that the current threshold of
$248 million for acquisitions of agricultural land is far too high and only covers a very
small number of acquisitions. The Senate Committee recommended the threshold for
acquisitions of agricultural land be lowered to $15 million and that any acquisitions
made after cumulative purchases of $15 million have been reached also be subject to
approval. Further, it recommended that an investment in agribusiness be subject to the
existing threshold where it exceeds 15% of an agribusiness valued at $248 million as
well as a new threshold which applies where the value of the investment made exceeds
$54 million. These are the same thresholds which the Coalition proposed in its 2012
discussion paper. Interestingly, while the foreign investment regulations and policy have
not yet been amended to reflect these proposed thresholds, it has been reported that a
new free trade agreement reached with the Republic of Korea in December 2013 provides
that investments by Korean entities will be subject to these lower thresholds.
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SIGNIFICANT FOREIGN INVESTMENT DECISIONS

investment decision in respect of the same proposal. For example, the Treasurer waited
until the ACCC had completed its review of AMP’s proposed acquisition of AXA Asia
Pacific Holdings before making its decision to grant foreign investment approval. The
difference in this case is that the other regulatory approval was in relation to a separate
proposal. However, the question of whether or not a particular proposal is in the national
interest may well be similarly affected by the outcome of pending regulatory approvals in
relation to other competing proposals for the same target.

ADM’s proposed acquisition of GrainCorp
One of the key reasons the rejection of ADM’s proposed acquisition of Graincorp in
December 2013 was considered significant was not so much the fact that the investment
was rejected. Rather it was that this was seen by many as a highly politicised decision,
raising questions about the openness of the incoming Government to foreign investment
only 3 months after it had declared that with its election Australia was officially “open
for business”.

Concerns of
community
can cause an
acquisition to
be contrary to
the national
interest

If it is not possible to delay a foreign investment decision for these reasons within the
current regime, consideration should be given as to whether changes should be made to
ensure that the regulatory timelines are more co-ordinated in the future. Given that many
markets in Australia are now relatively concentrated, a large proportion of domestic bids
are likely to need competition approval and may not be able to compete on a level playing
field with foreign bids where those bids do not require such approvals.

This view resulted primarily from the unique circumstances surrounding the decision and
reasons given for the decision. The decision was delayed by around 6 months while a
Senate Committee conducted an inquiry into the ownership of grain handling in Australia
which focused almost entirely on the merits of the proposed acquisition of GrainCorp.
The Committee released a report in August 2013 which strongly opposed the merger and
recommended that the ACCC reopen its review of the competition effects of the merger
and that, before making its recommendation to the Treasurer, FIRB consider what the
Committee claimed were a number of potential negative aspects of the merger. However,
FIRB could not reach a consensus view on the proposal. The Treasurer then rejected the
proposal for 2 primary reasons:

Removal of conditions to Yanzhou Coal’s acquisition of Yancoal Australia
Another important foreign investment decision in 2013 was the removal of conditions
previously imposed in relation to the approval given to the Chinese state-owned
enterprise Yanzhou Coal Mining Company to merge with Yancoal Australia in 2009.
This means that Yanzhou is able to maintain its current 78% stake in Yancoal provided
that it complies with undertakings including to maintain Yancoal’s position as a regional
employer, proceed with a proposed expansion of the Moolarben open cut mine and
ensure that Yancoal remains solvent for as long as Yanzhou continues to own 51% of the
shares in Yancoal. The previous conditions required that Yanzhou reduce its stake to 70%
and were an extension of conditions originally imposed in relation to an acquisition of
Felix Resources.

>> despite the ACCC’s conclusion that the acquisition would not substantially lessen
competition, the effect the acquisition would have on competition and access to
infrastructure; and
>> given the “high level of concern from stakeholders and the broader community”,
approving the acquisition could risk undermining public support for the foreign investment
regime.
The second reason in particular raised concerns that foreign investment decisions could in
the future be influenced by political considerations and public lobbying.

Saputo’s proposed acquisition of Warrnambool Cheese & Butter
The most interesting aspect of the Treasurer’s decision to approve Saputo’s acquisition
of Warrnambool Cheese & Butter was the timing of the decision. Warrnambool Cheese
& Butter was the subject of competing bids including one from Murray Goulburn which
was conditional upon approval by the Australian Competition Tribunal. By approving
the Saputo offer before the Australian Competition Tribunal had made its decision,
the Treasurer had given the Saputo offer a competitive advantage by allowing it to be
declared unconditional and Saputo to give shareholders their offer consideration and
close the offer before Murray Goulburn had any ability to do so.
This raised a question as to whether it could be argued, as Murray Goulburn sought to
do, that it was not in the national interest for the Saputo proposal to be approved at a
time where the result of this would effectively be to foreclose the competitive auction
for Warrnambool Cheese & Butter. While it appears that this argument was rejected in
this case, there may be good reasons for considering it again in the future. The Treasurer
already has a practice of waiting for other Australian regulatory approvals required for a
particular proposal (such as ACCC or financial sector approvals) before making a foreign

Government’s
approach to
foreign investment
conditions
accommodates
changing
circumstances

The decision has generally been welcomed as demonstrating that the Government can
take a flexible approach to ensuring that proposals are in the national interest and one
which is pragmatic in accommodating changing economic circumstances. In his reasons,
the Treasurer highlighted the changes in the Australian coal industry since the conditions
were imposed.
The Treasurer also indicated that, while any proposal will be considered on a case-bycase basis, the Government “has no in-principle objection” to a 100% takeover of Yancoal
by Yanzhou in the future, despite the fact that approval was not sought in respect of
such a proposal. This statement was seen by many as being intended to signal that the
Government is not opposed as a general proposition to 100% acquisitions of Australian
companies by foreign government investors.
While the decision was welcomed by most as a positive decision for foreign investors
looking to invest in Australia, the fact that the decision was effectively a reversal in some
respects of the Government’s previous decision could have been viewed as creating a
level of undesirable uncertainty about the regime. Indeed, media reports have suggested
that minority shareholders in Yancoal had invested on the basis that the previous
conditions would continue.
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12.2	Competition Clearance Processes - ACCC and ACT
The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) is the primary agency
responsible for assessing whether a transaction raises competition concerns. The ACCC
considers whether a deal would be “likely” to have the effect of substantially lessening
competition in any Australian market using its informal clearance system. However,
in rare cases, the Australian Competition Tribunal (ACT) may become involved (see the
Warrnambool matter discussed on the following pages), as a party can bypass the ACCC
and apply direct to the ACT for authorisation of a deal that might reduce competition, but
which would be likely to provide a net public benefit.

New Process Guidelines
The ACCC’s “informal review process” is by far the most widely used process to obtain
merger clearance in Australia. In 2013, the ACCC released updated Guidelines which
provide procedural information for users of this process. The Guidelines build on the
ACCC’s experience with the evolving informal review process over several years. The key
points are that the informal process may be lengthy and the procedure may differ from
case-to-case. In particular:
>> A pre-assessment process used to deal quickly (within 2 weeks) with non-contentious
mergers has allowed resources to be diverted to more complex reviews. However, this
does not appear to have resulted in materially quicker public reviews overall.
>> The Guidelines revised the previous timing estimates for public reviews. While the ACCC
endeavours to complete public reviews within 8 weeks, they also suggest that public
reviews could stretch to 12 weeks or longer.
>> The Guidelines codify a process by which the clearance applicant is given some
feedback on concerns raised in public reviews and an opportunity to respond before the
ACCC’s decision.

Competition
approvals were
important in
competitive bid
scenarios in 2013

24% of deals
had an ACCC
condition in
2013

Recent Matters of Interest
Of the 2013 deals surveyed, 5 had an ACCC condition. Of these, 2 concerned competing
public bids for Warrnambool Cheese & Butter – from Bega Cheese and Murray
Goulburn. Another deal which included an ACCC condition was Perpetual’s bid for The
Trust Company – which resulted in a statement of issues and was resolved by way
of remedies.

Competing Bids for Warrnambool Cheese & Butter
As noted earlier, regulatory approval of certain bids ahead of others in competitive bid
scenarios can influence shareholders’ decisions and ultimately impact the destination
of a target business. The race to acquire Warrnambool Cheese & Butter demonstrates
the impact of regulatory requirements in competitive bid scenarios and illustrates the
differences between timing for FIRB and competition approvals, which can in some cases
be critical.
In late 2013, each of Bega Cheese, Murray Goulbourn and Canadian conglomerate
Saputo made conditional bids for Warrnambool Cheese & Butter. Bega Cheese required
competition clearance and applied first, under the ACCC informal merger review process.
Bega Cheese received a reasonably quick green light from the ACCC, removing the last
major condition in its bid.
Murray Goulburn also considered that it required competition clearance, in light of
previous ACCC concerns with an earlier bid for Warrnambool Cheese & Butter. It took the
unusual step of bypassing the ACCC and putting its case to the ACT under the “merger
authorisation” process. This process requires the applicant to show that its acquisition
would result in net public benefit to the Australian economy, such as increased exports,
which would outweigh any lessening of domestic competition. Murray Goulburn was
the first company to follow this route since legislation in 2007 updated the merger
authorisation process. Authorisation has rarely been granted for mergers and this matter
is further evidence of why this route is rarely used, given the timetabling issues.
As a foreign investor acquiring a substantial interest in an Australian company, Saputo
required FIRB approval and obtained it relatively quickly, despite Murray Goulburn
requesting FIRB to delay approval until Murray Goulburn had completed its authorisation
process through the ACT. Saputo’s bid was not conditional on ACCC clearance as its
acquisition of Warrnambool Cheese & Butter could not affect competition because it had
no other Australian assets or business.
Saputo was the successful bidder for control of WCB, its offer being recommended by
WCB’s Board and accepted by a majority of its shareholders. There is no doubt that
the relatively limited conditionality in its bid (in conjunction with an attractive price)
influenced these stakeholders’ decisions. Bega Cheese’s early ACCC clearance allowed
the Warrnambool Cheese & Butter Board to recommend its offer, but it proved to be
the underbidder.
The substantive and process issues faced by Murray Goulbourn pushed it to the back of
the queue of bidders. Murray Goulburn did face a longer and less certain timeframe for
its competition approval, including hearings before the ACT scheduled for February 2014.
The Warrnambool Cheese & Butter Board described Murray Goulbourn’s offer as “highly
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conditional” and the outcome of the ACT process was characterised as “uncertain” in
materials distributed to shareholders.

12.3 Media ownership reform

In late January 2014, Murray Goulburn abandoned its ACT application, after Saputo
achieved more than 50% acceptances for its bid. Murray Goulburn’s CEO strongly
criticised the differences in the timing required for Saputo’s FIRB approval compared
to Murray Goulburn’s ACT process. However, these differences reflect the differing
approvals sought and also the dates on which each process was initiated. The experience
has probably strengthened the ACCC’s position as few parties are likely to resort to the
ACT process for authorisation to bypass the ACCC.

In the first half of 2012, the findings of the Finkelstein Review and the Convergence
Review Committee, commissioned to examine the policy and regulatory frameworks that
apply to the converged media and communications landscape in Australia, were released
and included the following proposed reforms:

Perpetual/the trust company - The “Counterfactual”
As discussed previously, the test for clearance in the ACCC informal review process is
whether the deal would be “likely” to substantially lessen competition in any Australian
market. In this context, the ACCC will compare the likely future competitive environment
if the acquisition proceeds to the likely future competitive environment if it does not
proceed. (The latter state of affairs is the “counterfactual”).

The counterfactual
is an important
consideration for
the ACCC

This deal concerned another competitive bid situation in which Perpetual, Equity Trustees
and IOOF all announced offers to acquire The Trust Company. Against this background,
the ACCC considered that if Perpetual’s bid for The Trust Company did not go ahead, The
Trust Company would be likely to:
>> continue to operate as a competitor (the status quo); or
>> be acquired by Equity Trustees; or
>> be acquired by IOOF.
Where there is no competition for a target and the target is not a failing firm, the likely
future state of competition without the merger will generally resemble the market preacquisition. However, this case demonstrates the fluidity in merger analysis where the
post-transaction market environment is less certain. In taking a view of the competition
issues around a transaction, the ACCC has significant discretion both in establishing
what the counterfactual is likely to be and in assessing likely competition concerns in
that framework.
Notably in this case, even though there were 2 other bids, the ACCC concluded that
acquisitions by the other bidders, if successful, would not have materially altered the
state of competition from the status quo. Accordingly, despite the 2 competing bids, the
ACCC decided to analyse the transaction against current competitive conditions. The
acquisition was cleared subject to certain assets being divested.

The regulation of ownership in the media sector was again the focus of significant debate
in 2013 with further consideration of proposals for reform.

>> remove a number of statutory control and media diversity rules that currently apply
under the Broadcasting Services Act 1992 (Cth), including the so-called 75% audience
reach rule which currently prevents metropolitan free-to-air networks merging with their
regional affiliates;
>> introduce:
>> a ‘minimum number of owners’ rule; and
>> a public interest test, to be administered by a new regulator that will replace the
Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA).
The Federal Government announced its response to both reports in March 2013 and
introduced draft legislation into Parliament to give effect to its proposals.
In terms of media ownership, it was proposed that:
>> the question of whether the 75% audience reach rule should be abolished be referred to a
Joint Parliamentary Committee for consideration, but there was otherwise no proposal for
any of the existing control rules to be removed; and
>> a new independent body (to be named the Public Interest Media Advocate (PIMA)) would
have the ability to block media mergers of national significance based on a new public
interest test.
The new merger test would apply to transactions between registered news media voices
of national significance. Mergers must not be approved by PIMA unless they:
>> will not result in a substantial lessening of diversity of control of registered news media
voices; or
>> are likely to result in a benefit to the public, and that benefit outweighs the detriment
to the public constituted by any lessening of diversity of control of registered news
media voices.
Importantly, national media voices may include, as well as other traditional media
sources, subscription television services and online services that have news or current
affairs content. Any such service will be registered as a national media voice to which
the rule applies where its audience or consumer base exceeds 30% of the average
metropolitan commercial television evening news audience.
Both proposals were controversial and the legislation proposed to give effect to the new
merger test was dropped after the Labor government failed to win the required support
from the independents and minority parties in the very short timeframe set to consider
the proposals.
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The proposal to add a new public interest merger test which would overlay rather
than replace existing ownership restrictions was widely viewed as an example of
overregulation and, given the broad, subjective and qualitative nature of the test,
potentially open to political interference. The proposal to remove the 75% reach rule was
considered too difficult to proceed with at the time given the division between the freeto-air networks on the proposal following news of a proposed merger between Nine and
Southern Cross which required the removal of the 75% reach rule.
The Joint Parliamentary Committee tasked with considering the 75% audience reach
rule subsequently recommended in June 2013 that the rule should be abolished provided
that there are local content rules in place which ensure regional viewers have access to
appropriate levels of high quality, locally devised and locally presented programming.
The rationale given by the Convergence Review Committee for media ownership reform
continues to apply. While many have suggested that media ownership reform will not be
a high priority for the newly elected Coalition government in its first term, the Minister
for Communications, the Hon. Malcolm Turnbull, asked media companies to make
submissions in relation to potential reforms to simplify media regulation in December
2013, as part of a broader deregulation agenda across the communications portfolio. It is
expected that these submissions will be published in the first half of 2014.
It has also been reported that, in addition to the 75% reach rule, the Government would
be considering as part of this review the “two out of three rule” which prevents an entity
from owning more than 2 of a newspaper, television station and radio licence in the
same market, as well as the other existing statutory control rules. The Government might
therefore consider adopting a broader range of structural reforms recommended by the
reviews to update and modernise media ownership regulation.

13. The
Takeovers
Regulators
13.1	Background
The 3 key enforcers of Australian takeovers law are Australian Securities & Investments
Commission (ASIC), the Takeovers Panel and the Courts.
ASIC is the corporate regulator, responsible for policing the law and, where
necessary, modifying the law as it applies to both individual takeovers and takeovers
in general. Because of its policing function, ASIC’s policy and interpretations of the
law (called “Regulatory Guides”) are almost treated as de facto statements of law by
takeovers planners.
ASIC cannot impose sanctions for breaches of the law. Rather, it can act against alleged
breaches by commencing enforcement proceedings before either the Takeovers Panel
or the Courts. It can also address its concerns about potential breach of the law, by
negotiating with takeovers players to modify deal arrangements before they are put
into effect.
The Takeovers Panel is a tribunal which has a wide brief to enforce the policy underlying
the law. This means that the Panel can make orders against conduct that, although legal,
is “unacceptable”. Although ASIC has the power to bring proceedings before the Panel,
most applications are made by private parties (such as bidders, target companies and
target shareholders).
The Panel also issues “Guidance Notes”. These are statements of how the Panel views
the acceptability (or otherwise) of various market practices. “Guidance Notes” are not
law, but do provide useful rules of thumb when planning takeovers or takeover defences.
The Panel does not play any formal role in bid planning. In other words, it will not issue
advisories on the acceptability of deal mechanisms or provide pre-deal clearances.
The Courts have a dual role in takeovers. They can rule on alleged breaches of the
law governing takeover bids. They also have a specialist supervisory role in relation
to schemes of arrangement. Since the Panel assumed effective responsibility for
determining the acceptability of actions affecting the control of companies in 2000, the
bulk of takeovers coming before the Courts have been schemes of arrangement.
While not having any specific role in relation to takeovers, the ASX has published new
guidance on the continuous disclosure rules relevant to the disclosure of takeover
approaches which is outlined below.
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13.2 ASIC in 2013
June 2013 saw a major revision and updating of ASIC takeovers policies.

(a) Substantial holding notices
As well as
updating its
policies to reflect
legislative changes
since 1999,
ASIC took the
opportunity to
set out some new
policy positions

Substantial holding notices must be accompanied by the agreement/s that gave rise to
the changed shareholding. ASIC believes that this requires the disclosure of all relevant
documents, not just those which trigger the legal requirement to lodge a notice. It
specifically counsels against entering into and disclosing a preliminary agreement, which
triggers the notice requirement, but omitting to disclose the substantial details of the
transaction on the basis that they have not yet been legally finalised.

(b) The takeovers exceptions
A person cannot acquire more than 20% of a company without making a takeover bid,
unless the acquisition falls within one of the exceptions in section 611 of the Corporations
Act. One of those exceptions is for underwriters.
ASIC initially proposed a crackdown on what it regarded as the unacceptable use of the
underwriting exception, focusing on underwriting arrangements which, in ASIC’s view,
were not genuine underwriting because they gave the underwriter too much freedom to
walk away from its obligations. These would include underwriting arrangements that
could be terminated by events over which the underwriter “may have some control”.
ASIC’s final policy position is less hardline. While not resiling from its opposition to
non-genuine underwriting, the final policy states that arrangements are not a genuine
underwriting if they “effectively give the ‘underwriter’ a general discretion to terminate
the underwriting arrangement from the outset” because of events over which the
underwriter “has effective control”.
Recognising that there are some termination events that require a mixture of objective
and subjective evaluation (e.g. material adverse changes), ASIC also made it clear that
there is nothing objectionable in arrangements that allow an underwriter to walk away on
the basis of its reasonable or bona fide view of the materiality of an event over which it
had no control.

(c) Collateral benefits
Collateral benefits have long been a problematic area for both bidders and target
shareholders.
The statutory prohibition is clear enough: a bidder cannot offer a special benefit to one
target shareholder in an effort to induce that shareholder to accept the bid.
The Panel generally takes the view that a side-deal (such as an asset sale or purchase)
will constitute a collateral benefit to a target shareholder where the deal gives the
shareholder more than he or she would have received on an arm’s-length basis (the socalled “net benefit” test).
ASIC’s view is that the core of the ban on collateral benefits is whether the side-deal
induced or was likely to induce the shareholder to accept the bid. It acknowledges that
this is not the same as the Panel’s net benefit test:

ASIC and the
Panel have
different views
on collateral
benefits

>> “our guidance is focused on the ‘inducement’ test that applies under the law rather
than the considerations relevant to determining whether unacceptable circumstances
exist. While we acknowledge that consideration of whether a ‘net benefit’ is given may
be relevant in considering the legal prohibition … the inducement test is broader—in
particular, under the ‘inducement’ test a benefit given on arm’s length terms could
still contravene s623 if it induces target holders to accept into a bid or dispose of bid
class securities;
>> our guidance takes into account similar factors to the ‘net benefits’ test but emphasises
that the overall test is inducement. For example, one element is the ‘materiality’ of the
benefit, which incorporates similar considerations; and
>> conceptually, we think a benefit that in fact induces a person but does not meet the ‘net
benefits’ test should be prohibited. Panel GN 21 also acknowledges that there may be
inducement without a ‘net benefit’.”
Another controversial issue related to the ban on collateral benefits is ASIC’s apparent
insistence that it applies to schemes of arrangement. The new policy referred
approvingly to the iSoft scheme in 2011, where ASIC intervened behind the scenes to
require a separate class meeting for a shareholder whom, it believed, was receiving a
collateral benefit.
This view runs contrary to both the letter of the law (the 2002 Ranger case established
that the bar on collateral benefits does not apply to schemes) and to current judicial
trends when considering schemes of arrangement (where the emphasis is squarely on
the benefits that shareholders receive within the terms of the bid, rather than under any
side-deals).

(d) Acceptance facilities
Institutional acceptance facilities are a regular feature of M&A in Australia. They are
primarily designed to allow institutions to flag their intended acceptance of a bid without
formally tipping into the bid until it is unconditional and certain of success. This ensures
that institutions do not end up breaching their investment mandates or are not otherwise
required to lock-up their shares by accepting a conditional bid when there is no certainty
of either outcome or timing. In recent times, acceptance facilities have been sometimes
used more broadly for all target shareholders to replicate withdrawal rights, which have
never been a feature of Australia’s takeover regime.
ASIC’s new policy makes it clear that a target shareholder’s “accepting” into an
institutional acceptance facility does not give the bidder a relevant interest in that
shareholder’s holding. ASIC originally proposed to make this relief available only where
the facility was restricted to institutions whose investment mandates actually restricted
them from accepting conditional bids.
Since not all institutions have investment mandates that prohibit their accepting a
conditional bid, this would have meant that institutional acceptance facilities would
be unviable. In response to this concern, ASIC’s final policy was to allow institutional
acceptance facilities for conditional bids. Bids which are unconditional will only be
able to use acceptance facilities that are open to all comers – institutions and retail
investors alike.
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13.3	The Takeovers Panel

(e) Joint bids
A joint bid involves 2 or more bidders whose agreement with each other to bid for a
company may, by aggregating their voting power in the company, result in their acquiring
more than 20% of the company and hence breaching the 20% takeovers threshold. ASIC
has long allowed joint bidders to disregard that combined voting power provided that they
satisfy certain conditions, including a requirement that the joint bidders match or accept
into any higher rival bid.

Reflecting the current state of the M&A market, 2013 was another year in which a large
number of the disputes coming before the Takeovers Panel involved rights issues and
fundraising, rather than takeovers.
The most high profile matters were, of course, the battles for control of Billabong and
Warrnambool Cheese & Butter (further details follow).

The revised policy now includes 4 new elements:

(a) Rectifying unacceptable circumstances

>> ASIC may not impose the “match or accept any higher bid” requirement where one or
more of the joint bidders has started off with less than 3% of the target – this largely
reflects what ASIC has been doing in practice;

One possibly surprising development in 2013 was the Panel’s decision not to unwind
a share sale agreement that had appeared to have breached the Corporations Act by
breaking the 20% takeovers threshold without making a formal takeover bid.

>> the “match or accept any higher bid” requirement may also be waived where one of the
joint bidders has started off with more than 50% of the target, because such a majority
holding would already have a significant deterrent effect on rival bids by itself – this
was not flagged in ASIC’s original proposals last year, and is a response to submissions
received on those proposals;

The facts in Firestone Energy Ltd 2013 ATP 4 were fairly complicated. In simple terms,
however, the Panel was dealing with an agreement by Waterberg to acquire Ariona,
which already had an agreement to acquire up to 26% of Firestone. Those agreements
effectively imposed a restriction on the disposal of the 26% pending completion. The
acquisition of Ariona was conditional upon the approval of the shareholders of Firestone
under item 7 of section 611.

>> the policy will be applied to schemes of arrangement (e.g. by preventing joint bidders
from voting against a rival scheme that offers a higher price to target shareholders); and

Section 609(7) effectively exempts the acquisition of a relevant interest of more than 20%
under an agreement if:

>> ASIC will consider going to the Takeovers Panel if joint bidders try to avoid its policy
by making the aggregation of their shareholdings conditional upon target shareholder
approval under item 7 of section 611 of the Corporations Act.

>> that acquisition is conditional upon shareholder approval under item 7; and
>> the agreement does not restrict disposal of the shares for more than 3 months.
That exemption was not applicable in this case because the completion date for the
agreement was more than 3 months after the date of execution.

Panel takes into
account effect
of conduct when
determining
appropriate
orders

As a result, it appeared to the Panel that the Corporations Act had been breached.
Despite this, the Panel did not think that the situation constituted unacceptable
circumstances: “we consider it was unlikely that the heads of agreement deterred any
rival bids for Firestone”. This appears to be a reference to the fact that, shortly after
contracting to acquire Ariona, Waterberg had announced a full bid for Firestone.
This decision illustrates that the Panel’s jurisdiction over “unacceptable circumstances”
is not necessarily limited to simple questions such as whether someone has apparently
breached Chapter 6 of the Corporations Act. At other times, of course, a breach will, by
itself, be enough to constitute unacceptable circumstances and justify remedial orders
– a fact amply illustrated by the Panel’s decisions in Touch Holdings Ltd 2013 ATP 3 and
STI-Global Ltd 2013 ATP 12. In both of those cases, the Panel cancelled a share sale
agreement which had resulted in a breach of the 20% takeovers threshold.
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(b) Loan-to-own

(c) Truth and cheese

In the wake of the global financial crisis and the burgeoning interest in loan-to-own
arrangements, it was inevitable that the increasingly blurred lines between debt
and equity would attract the attention of the Panel. The high profile Billabong case
showed that the Eggleston Principles are more than capable of handling creative debt
funding arrangements.

The hotly contested battle for control of Warrnambool Cheese & Butter (WCB) gave
rise to a noteworthy Panel ruling.

Billabong’s financial woes attracted interest from a number of parties, including a
refinancing package that offered, among other things:
>> a bridging facility of $294 million, that came with a $65 million termination fee ($65
million was 54% of Billabong’s equity value) which would be triggered if there was a
change of control of Billabong; and
>> long term financing which included >> a convertible note tranche with a 35% p.a. interest rate that would drop to 12% if
Billabong’s shareholders approved an issue of redeemable preference shares to the
lender under the note; and

Lock-up effect of
recapitalisation
proposals can be
unacceptable

Saputo made a recommended takeover bid for Warrnambool Cheese & Butter. In
the announcement of the bid, Saputo and Warrnambool Cheese & Butter said that
they had agreed that:
>> if Saputo got to 50.1%, Warrnambool Cheese & Butter could pay a fully franked
special dividend of up to 46 cents
>> if Saputo got to 90%, Warrnambool Cheese & Butter could pay a fully franked
dividend of up to 85 cents.
In each case, the declaration of a dividend would be matched by a reduction in
the bid consideration payable by Saputo (the idea being that target shareholders
would receive a small kicker in the form of the franking credit being attached to
the dividend).

>> a loan which was was subject to a substantial make-whole premium payable on a
change of control of Billabong.

After the lodgement of the bidder’s statement and target’s statement, Saputo and
Warrnambool Cheese & Butter announced that they had agreed that Warrnambool
Cheese & Butter would announce each of the special dividends.

A rival suitor for Billabong complained to the Panel that the change of control fees and
the higher interest rate on the convertible note were anti-competitive and coercive lockup devices.

10 days later, Saputo and Warrnambool Cheese & Butter announced that the
special dividends would not be declared. Instead, Saputo announced that it would
increase the bid price if it got to 50.1%.

The Panel began by acknowledging that change of control provisions are common in
lending arrangements. It was careful not to give the impression that such provisions
necessarily fall within the Panel’s jurisdiction. This case, it said, was different because
the convertible note and related share issue formed an integral part of the whole loan
package, so that the package involved the issue of shares: “We leave open the question
of whether, absent any acquisition of shares, a lock-up effect is a matter for the Panel.”

ASIC and a rival bidder complained to the Panel. Among other things, they
complained that dropping the special dividends breached the Truth in Takeovers
policy, since it was contrary to the earlier statement that Warrnambool Cheese &
Butter would declare the dividends.

Having established its jurisdiction, the Panel proceeded to hold that the termination
fee and make-whole premium were unacceptably high break fees that would deter
rival control proposals. It characterised the variable interest on the convertible note as
a “naked vote” break fee that was so large that it would be likely to coerce Billabong
shareholders into approving the equity issue. (The Panel subsequently applied the
same principle to the $250,000 break fee payable to funder Twinkle Woods by Moreton
Resources if Moreton’s shareholders failed to approve conversion of $900,000-worth
of notes.)
For over a year, Billabong had been addressing its financial problems through discussions
that included various change of control proposals. It is, therefore, unsurprising that the
Panel took the view that this was a change of control situation rather than just another
commercial debt financing situation. The fact that convertible notes were involved
provided it with a solid legal basis for that conclusion. It will be interesting to see
whether it would be prepared to intervene in a “pure” debt situation that did not have an
equity element but which allegedly deterred potential takeover bidders.

The Truth in Takeovers policy is an ASIC policy whereby players involved in a
takeover should not be able to change their mind after making a public statement
of their intentions in relation to a bid.
Warrnambool Cheese & Butter argued that Truth in Takeovers could not apply to
announcements about intentions to declare dividends because those intentions
could be overtaken by circumstances.
The Panel pointed out that there had not been any intervening circumstances
in this case (at least, presumably, in the sense of events outside the control of
Warrnambool Cheese & Butter). In any event, even if an announced intention to
declare a dividend were overtaken by circumstances, that announcement would
still be a last and final statement unless it were appropriately qualified.
Warrnambool Cheese & Butter then argued that this was inconsistent with the
Panel’s decision in Wattyl. There, a target had announced an intention to declare
a dividend, only to withdraw the proposal when a rival bidder emerged with a
condition that there should be no dividend. The Panel in that case, Warrnambool
Cheese & Butter pointed out, had not penalised the target for withdrawing the
proposed dividend.
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Truth in
Takeovers
can apply to
statements
made by a
bidder and
target which
have effect
as a single
statement

The Panel rejected this argument for 2 reasons:
>> in Wattyl, no-one had raised Truth in Takeovers, so it had not been an issue; and
>> the facts in Wattyl were different – there, the target’s dividend announcement had not
been made in conjunction with the bidder, and the subsequent withdrawal of the proposal
was in response to changed circumstances (the emergence of the rival bid).
Saputo argued that its announcements about the dividends had only repeated what
Warrnambool Cheese & Butter said, and that it could not be held responsible for what
WCB said about its dividend intentions.
The Panel dismissed this argument as well because:
>> the announcements by Saputo and Warrnambool Cheese & Butter had been designed to
be complementary, and so were effectively a single statement; and
>> Saputo could be held to Warrnambool Cheese & Butter’s dividend statements because the
dividends were effectively part of the bid consideration offered by Saputo.
Saputo and Warrnambool Cheese & Butter together claimed that the announcement not
to proceed with the dividend proposal was a last and final statement in itself. It followed,
they argued, that to hold them to the earlier announcement (thus overriding the later
announcement) would be contrary to Truth in Takeovers.
In response, the Panel gave this short shrift:
“Treating a departure from a last and final statement as itself a last and final statement
that must be complied with would defeat the policy.”

13.4	The Courts and schemes
(a) Classes in schemes
In both the 2012 and 2013 editions of THE REAL DEAL, we commented on the increasingly
liberal approach that Courts take to the issue of what constitutes a “class” for the
purposes of voting on a proposed scheme of arrangement. We noted that Courts now
tend to focus only on the proposed benefits to be provided to target shareholders within
the terms of the scheme itself: if all shareholders are to receive the same benefits under
the scheme, they will constitute one class at the scheme meeting, even if some of them
receive other benefits from the bidder through separate side-deals.
Last year, we noted that ASIC may have concerns about this approach, particularly if it
believes that benefits provided to individual shareholders outside the scheme constitute
collateral benefits. Those concerns have now been formalised in a new Regulatory Guide
(see earlier).
The issue of classes was ratcheted up in 2013, with the Zeta Resources takeover of
Kumarina by scheme of arrangement.
The Court allowed associates of Zeta, who were also target shareholders, to vote with
other target shareholders. The associates were associated with Zeta through sale and
service agreements that were not part of the scheme. One of them was also the parent
company of the bidder. Each of the associates held 10% of the shares in Kumarina,
and if their votes in favour of the scheme had not been counted, the scheme would not
have been approved by the requisite majority of shareholders. The Court said that the
associates did not constitute a separate class because, within the terms of the scheme,
they did not receive anything more than other shareholders were receiving.
In some ways, this can be regarded as a logical extension of the Courts’ evolving
approach to what constitutes a “class”. Despite this, a number of commentators
expressed the view that the correctness of the decision was debateable.
What did take many people by surprise was that, despite its well-publicised concerns,
ASIC did not appear to have raised any objections to the bidders’ associates voting with
other target shareholders. However, when we later raised the matter with ASIC, we
were told that the Commission would strongly oppose anyone trying to use Kumarina
as a precedent for allowing bidders’ associates to vote with other target shareholders
in a scheme.

(b) The Farrell Factor
In late 2012, Kathleen Farrell, then President of the Takeovers Panel, was appointed a
judge of the Federal Court.
The Federal Court handles the majority of takeover schemes of arrangement. It appears
that much of that work is now being assigned to Farrell J.
It has not taken her long to make her mark. In a series of decisions, she has displayed a
willingness to address what she clearly perceives to be less than best practice in scheme
processes. Among other things, she has:
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>> said that the Chairman’s letter accompanying a scheme booklet should include at least a
reference to the rationale for the scheme (Associated Advisory Practices);
>> said that, if there is no break fee or no “naked vote” break fee, that should be
expressly disclosed in the scheme documentation (Associated Advisory Practices,
PrimeAg Australia);
>> said that, if the scheme meeting has to be postponed, the target company should get a
court order for the postponement, rather than relying on its directors’ constitutional power
to postpone meetings (Associated Advisory Practices (No. 2);
>> rearranged the proposed order of meetings where the scheme was combined with an
asset sale that required shareholder approval (PrimeAg);
>> drawn attention to the prevalence of what she described as “highly formulaic evidence”
about the negotiation and reasonableness of exclusivity clauses (Cape Alumina);
>> expressed concern that exclusivity clauses “appear to have become a standard feature
of transactions” despite the fact that they “add weight and complexity to documentation
and cost to transactions which it is sometimes difficult to see the justification for unless
it is their anti-competitive effect, which the Takeovers Panel guidance suggests is not a
virtue” (Cape Alumina);
>> criticised a failure to provide target shareholders with tax advice about the implications of
receiving foreign scrip as consideration under the scheme (Simavita Holdings); and
>> required evidence that a foreign bidder had validly executed the standard deed poll to
provide the scheme consideration to target shareholders (Simavita Holdings).

14. Sources of
Information
and Survey
Methodology
14.1	Sources
Information on deals included in the THE REAL DEAL has been drawn entirely from public
documents disclosed to the market in connection with the deals.
We explain below the circumstances where we have produced further information by
making calculations or assumptions based on that public information.

14.2	Survey Methodology
Clayton Utz conducted a detailed survey of selected deals announced during the 2013
calendar year which has been used extensively throughout this report.

Court allows
bidder’s associates
to vote with
other target
shareholders

Surveyed data in respect of deals announced during the 2010, 2011 and 2012 calendar
years and selected on the same basis is also referred to in the report.
As a general comment, we note that deal terms differ between different deals depending
upon the particular circumstances of each deal, and that we have exercised our own
judgment in interpreting and categorising those terms for the purposes of the survey
where they are not directly comparable. It is possible that different people may make
different judgments in interpreting and categorising these terms.

Selection of deals
Deals included in the survey were selected according to the following criteria:
>> announced between 1 January and 31 December (inclusive) in respect of the
relevant year;
>> included a takeover offer, company scheme or trust scheme to acquire securities in an
Australian entity to which Chapter 6 of the Corporations Act applies;
>> implied a transaction value for all of the securities of the target of at least $50 million
(see below regarding this calculation); and
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>> a binding announcement of a formal takeover offer or an announcement of an agreement
to propose a scheme was made (as applicable) in respect of the deal (i.e. more than just a
non-binding unsolicited bear hug announcement or announcement of parties entering into
a process agreement was released in respect of the deal).
We note the following specific exclusions:
>> the 2 separate unsolicited bids for RHG by Pepper Australia have not been included in the
survey for 2013 as Pepper Australia’s proposals for under a scheme of arrangement, and
as no scheme implementation agreement was ever entered into by RHG, the offer was
never binding on Pepper Australia; and
>> IOOF’s bid for The Trust Company has not been included in the survey for 2013 as IOOF
attached a draft scheme implementation agreement to its proposal which was ultimately
never entered into by The Trust Company, and therefore the proposal was never binding
on IOOF.

Notes about the methodology used for specific survey items
The methodology used for particular items is summarised below:
>> Date of announcement – The date of initial announcement was taken to be the date a
binding announcement of a formal takeover offer or an announcement of an agreement to
propose a scheme was made (as applicable) in respect of the deal.

it was the premium cited in the announcement of the change in consideration. If no premium
was cited in the relevant announcement, then the premium was calculated by reference to
the closing market price of the target securities prior to the initial announcement (or other
appropriate date to reflect the undisturbed share price). Mergers of equals were excluded from
all premium statistics.
>> Implementation agreement terms – Statistics regarding terms of agreed deals, such as break
fees, termination rights etc. have been calculated as percentages/averages etc. of only those
deals where an implementation agreement was agreed. In cases where some terms were not
disclosed in sufficient detail to be reviewed and surveyed, those deals were excluded from the
statistics regarding those terms.
>> Definition of successful completion – A takeover was treated as having successfully completed
if any securities were acquired under the takeover offer if it was unconditional, or after the
satisfaction or waiver of all conditions in the case of a conditional offer. A scheme was treated
as having successfully completed if the scheme became effective (or the constitutional changes
became effective in the case of a trust scheme).
The Dexus bid for Commonwealth Office Property Fund has been treated as having successfully
completed despite the fact that the bid has not officially closed at the time of writing. The Dexus
bid is expected to successfully complete as the closing bid for Commonwealth Office Property
Fund by GPT was unsuccessful, having closed on 24 January 2014.

>> Value of consideration – The value of the consideration, for the purposes of calculating
the transaction value and consideration increases, was calculated as follows:
>> where the consideration included non-cash consideration this was valued as at the
date of announcement, using the same methodology as that adopted in the initial
announcement and where there was no value cited in the initial announcement the
value was calculated using the closing market price of the bidder scrip prior to the
initial announcement (or other appropriate date to reflect the undisturbed share price)
where listed and/or the FX rate on the day of announcement (as applicable);
>> where the final consideration depends upon the movements in the value of bidder
scrip or a relevant FX rate, the value of the final consideration is recalculated using the
value of the bidder scrip or FX rate as at the time any such adjustments are made.
>> Transaction value/deal size – For consistency, the transaction value or deal size was
calculated using the value of the final consideration offered per issued share or unit in
the target under the proposal, multiplied by the aggregate number of those securities on
issue at the end of the offer period for a takeover or record date for a scheme. Where
the deal was still current as at 10 January 2014, the value of the consideration offered
as at that date and the number of securities on issue on that date was used in the
calculation. Options and performance rights were excluded from this calculation, even if
it was proposed that those securities be acquired/cancelled as part of the deal, unless the
underlying shares/units were issued before the end of the offer period or record date (as
applicable).
>> Premium – The premium for each deal was taken to be that cited in the initial
announcement of the deal unless the consideration subsequently changed in which case

Sources say: “The
‘very client-focused’
team at Clayton Utz
is ‘easy to deal with’
and has ‘excellent
industry insight’.”
Corporate and M&A, The Legal 500 Asia Pacific 2014
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14.3 List of deals included in the Survey
2013 Deals
TARGET

BIDDER

1

Australian Power and Gas Company Ltd

The Australian Gas Light Company

2

Azimuth Resources Ltd

Troy Resources Ltd

3

Bravura Solutions Ltd

Ironbridge Capital

4

Carabella Resources Ltd

China Kingho Energy Group

5

CIC Australia Ltd

Peet Ltd

6

Clough Ltd

Murray & Roberts Holdings Ltd

7

Commonwealth Property Office Fund

GPT Group

8

Commonwealth Property Office Fund

DEXUS Consortium

9

Elemental Minerals Ltd

Dingyi Group Investment Ltd

10

Inova Resources Ltd

Shanxi Donghui Coal & Coking Chemicals Group

11

GrainCorp Ltd (GNC)

Archer Daniels Midland Company

12

Gujarat NRE Coking Coal Ltd

Jindal Steel & Power Limited

13

Norfolk Group Ltd

RCR Tomlinson Ltd

14

Platinum Australia Ltd

Jubilee Platinum plc

15

Perilya Ltd

Shenzhen Zhongjin Lingnan Nonfemet Co Ltd

16

RHG Ltd

Resimac Syndicate

17

The Trust Company Ltd

Equity Trustees Ltd

18

The Trust Company Ltd

Perpetual Ltd

19

Warrnambool Cheese & Butter Factory Co Hold Ltd

Bega Cheese Ltd

20

Warrnambool Cheese & Butter Factory Co Hold Ltd

Murray Goulburn Co-operative Ltd

21

Warrnambool Cheese & Butter Factory Co Hold Ltd

Saputo Inc

Sources say: “The
firm has all round
depth of knowledge
in the M&A area and
the ability to field
an appropriately
experienced and
qualified team to
cover the various
aspects of deals…”
Mergers & Acquisitions, IFLR1000 2013 Edition
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